1578,
  probable birthdate of Crawford H. Toy; 210 (fn)
1605,
  birthdate of Thomas Browne; 189 (fn)
1635,
  birthdate of Thomas, Baron of Coventry; 142 (fn)
1640,
  birthdate of Col. Harrison Gray Otis; 78 (fn)
1682,
  birthdate of Jane Burden; 212 (fn)
1749,
  birthdate of Johann von Goethe; 97 (fn)
1758,
  birthdate of Raphael Morghen; 88 (fn)
1777,
  birthdate of Honore Balzac; 96 (fn)
1781,
  founding date of Los Angeles; 79 (fn)
1787,
  birthdate of Edmund Kean; 72 (fn)
1792,
  birthdate of Martin Luther Lowell; 53 (fn)
1793,
  engraving school founded by Raphael Morghen; 88 (fn)
1797,
  birthdate of Heinrich Heine; 176 (fn)
1805,
  deathdate of Father Sanchez; 105 (fn)
1809,
  birthdate of Albert Brisbane; 123 (fn)
  birthdate of William Ewart Gladstone; 110 (fn)
1810,
  birthdate of Pope Leo XIII; 246
1820,
  birthdate of Henry Ross; 218 (fn)
1824,
  birthdate of George Macdonald; 84 (fn)
1826,
  deathdate of Charles Montague Doughty; 189 (fn)
1830,
  birthdate of Helen Fiske Jackson; 105 (fn)
1831,
  birthdate of Daniel Willard Fiske; 219 (fn)
1832,
  birthdate of John Parker Davis; 130 (fn)
  birthdate of Richard L. Divine; 54 (fn)
  deathdate of Johann von Goethe; 97 (fn)
1833,
  deathdate of Edmund Kean; 72 (fn)
  deathdate of Raphael Morghen; 88 (fn)
1835,
  birthdate of Mark Twain; 250 (fn)
1836,
  birthdate of Charles Hutchins Hapgood; 176 (fn), 183 (fn)
deathdate of Heinrich Heine; 176 (fn)
1857,  
  birthdate of Gertrude Horn Atherton; 105 (fn)  
  birthdate of Hermann Sudermann; 175 (fn)  
  birthdate of Russel story; 205 (fn)  
1858,  
  birthdate of Benjamin Orange Flower; 123 (fn)  
  birthdate of Eleonora Duse; 174 (fn)  
1859,  
  birthdate of Charles F. Lummis; 105 (fn)  
  birthdate of Theophile-Alexandre Steinlen; 146 (fn)  
1860,  
  birthdate of Nathaniel Parrish Conrey; 117 (fn)  
  probable birthdate of Nancy Saunders T oy; 210 (fn)  
1861,  
  birthdate of Carlo Piacci; 216 (fn)  
  birthdate of William Ellsworth Dunn; 117 (fn)  
  marriage of Henry Harrison Boyce to first wife; 44 (fn), 83 (fn)  
  start of Civil War; 105 (fn)  
  Zanjero importance vs. mayor in Los Angeles; 79 (fn)  
1862,  
  birthdate of Alexander Ross; 218 (fn)  
  birthdate of Arthur B. Davies; 158 (fn)  
  birthdate of Edith Cooper; 225 (fn)  
  birthdate of Edith Wharton; 238 (fn)  
  birthdate of Gerhart Hauptmann; 175 (fn)  
  birthdate of May Morris; 211 (fn)  
1863,  
  birthdate of Henry Divine; 54 (fn)  
  birthdate of Teresa "Tessa" Kelso; 94 (fn)  
1864,  
  birthdate of Charles Alexander Loeser; 231 (fn)  
  birthdate of Count Francesco Papafava; 215 (fn)  
  birthdate of Frances Benjamin Johnston; 133 (fn)  
  birthdate of Herbert Percy Horne; 213 (fn)  
  birthdate of Mary Smith Costelloe Berenson; 206 (fn)  
  birthdate of William McClellan Ritter; 169 (fn)  
1865,  
  birthdate of Bernard Berenson; 206 (fn)  
  birthdate of Emma Eames; 205 (fn)  
  birthdate of Frederic Herbert Trench; 238 (fn)  
  birthdate of Mary R. Divine; 54 (fn), 125 (fn)  
  birthdate of Robert Dell; 213 (fn)  
  birthdate of Vernon Lee; 214 (fn)  
  Jefferson Davis imprisoned; 51 (fn)  
1866,  
  birthdate of Alfred LeRoy Hodder; 179 (fn)  
  birthdate of Algar Labouchere Thorold; 216 (fn)  
1867,  
  Jefferson Davis released; 51 (fn)  
1868,  
  birthdate of Jim Caulfield; 216 (fn)  
  birthdate of Joseph Charles Mar dus; 189 (fn)  
  birthdate of Norman Hapgood; 150 (fn)  
1869,  
  birthdate of A braham Cahan; 156 (fn)  
  birthdate of Hutchins Hapgood; 172 (fn)  
  birthdate of Pitts Duffield; 177 (fn)  
  birthdate of Richard L. Divine, Jr.; 54 (fn)  
  deathdate of Josiah Flynt "Weary" Willard; 179 (fn)  
1870,  
  birthdate of Guido Giglioli; 222 (fn)  
  divorce of Henry Harrison Boyce; 83 (fn)  
  divorce of Henry Harrison Boyce from first wife; 44 (fn)  
  marriage of Henry Harrison Boyce and Mary Ella Smith; 44 (fn)  
1871,  
  birthdate of Eleanor Page Hapgood; 242 (fn)  
  massacre of Chinese in Los Angeles; 80 (fn)  
1872,  
  birthdate of Aubrey Beardsley; 162 (fn)  
  birthdate of Gertrude Divine; 54 (fn)  
  birthdate of Leo Stein; 217 (fn)  
  birthdate of Neith Boyce; 42 (fn)  
1874,  
  birth of Edwin Sherrill Dodge; 291 (fn)  
  birth of Aubrey Waterfield; 219 (fn)  
  birth of Caroline (Lina) Duff Gordon; 219 (fn)  
  birth of Fred M. Stein; 217 (fn)  
  birth of Gertrude Stein; 230 (fn)  
  birth of Harry Chandler; 108 (fn)  
  birth of James Divine; 54 (fn)  
1875,  
  birthdate of Dr. Marian Osgood Hooker; 211 (fn)  
  publication date of "Letters from Egypt"; 218 (fn)  
1876,  
  birthdate of Charles Divine; 54 (fn)  
  birthdate of Hortense Serri stori; 219 (fn)  
1879,  
  birthdate of Mabel Ganson Evans Dodge Sterne Luhan; 291 (fn)  
  deathdate of Louis Napoleon; 252 (fn)  
1880; 42 (fn)  
  opening date of autobiography; 41  
  visit to Pewaukee Octagon house; 60 (fn)  
1881,  
  birthdate of Gladys Deacon; 240 (fn)  
1882,  
  birthdate of Mark Raymond Harrington; 62 (fn)  
  birthday of Neith's stillborn sibling; 48 (fn)  
  deathdate of Richard L. Divine; 54 (fn)  
1884,  
  birthdate of Helen Faith Boyce; 91 (fn), 229 (fn)  
  deathdate of Martin Luther Lowell; 53 (fn)  
  Henry Boyce and Col. Harrison Gray Otis partnership; 78 (fn)  
  "Ramona" published; 105 (fn)
1885, deathdate of Helen Fiske Jackson; 105 (fn)
deathdate of Henry Divine; 54 (fn), 75 (fn)
deathdate of Ulysses S. Grant; 104 (fn)
Flower Festival Society founded; 89 (fn)

1886, birthdate of Margaret Boyce Bonnell; 91 (fn)
buyout of Henry Harrison Boyce by Otis; 103 (fn)
deathdate of Richard L. Divine, Jr.; 54 (fn)
Harry Brook starts work on Los Angeles Times; 94 (fn)
Neith in Flower Festival; 89 (fn)
start of Los Angeles real estate boom; 109 (fn)

1887, arrival in Los Angeles of Dr. Everett Russell Smith and his family; 74 (fn)
Los Angeles Tribune started; 103 (fn)
Neith at 15; 92 (fn)
pubication date of Maxwell's Directory of Los Angeles; 74 (fn)
street fight between Charles F. Lummis and Henry Harrison Boyce; 105 (fn)

1888, Ruskin Art Club of Los Angeles founded; 89 (fn)

1889, "The Arena" magazine started; 123 (fn)

1890, deathdate of Albert Brisbane; 123 (fn)
marrige of Nathaniel Parrish Conrey and Ethelwyn Wells; 117 (fn)
Paris Exposition exhibits in Los Angeles; 89 (fn)
Ruskin Art Club affiliates with General Federation of Women's Clubs; 89 (fn)
William Ellsworth Dunn hunting accident; 120 (fn)

1891, address of Boyce family in Los Angeles; 112 (fn)
Boyce family move to Boston; 120 (fn)

1892, publication of "Songs" by Neith Boyce and Winnie Wells; 113 (fn)

1893, Columbian Exposition; 125 (fn)

1894, deathdate of Walter Pater; 227 (fn)

1895, New York Public Library formed; 142 (fn)
pubication date of Rudyard Kipling's "The Liner She's a Lady"; 166 (fn)

1896, Boyce family move to Mount Vernon, N.Y.; 145 (fn)
Exclusion Act; 80 (fn)

1897, birthdate of Aphonse Daudet; 168 (fn)
Norman Hapgood editor of Commercial Advertiser; 150 (fn)

1898, battle of Manila Bay; 177 (fn)
birthdate of William Ewart Gladstone; 110 (fn)
deathdate of Aubrey Beardsley; 162 (fn)
first marriage of Gertrude Divine; 54 (fn)
Spanish-American War; 177 (fn)

1899, publication date of "Lettia Berkeley, A. M."; 183 (fn)
wedding of Neith Boyce; 200 (fn)

1901, deathdate of William McKinley; 104 (fn)
publication of "Florentine Villas"; 220 (fn)

1902, birthdate of Boyce Hapgood; 203 (fn)
deathdate of Henry Ross; 218 (fn)

1903, birthdate of Gordon Waverfield; 219 (fn)
birthdate of Persis Margaret Lee Hamilton; 213 (fn)
deathdate of Henry Harrison Boyce; 42 (fn)
deathdate of Mary R. Divine; 54 (fn), 125 (fn)
deathdate of Pope Leo XIII; 246 (fn)
first issue of "Burlington Magazine"; 213 (fn)
Italian trip diary; 203-290 (fn)
pubication date of "The Forerunner"; 220 (fn)
publication of Neith Boyce's "The Forerunner"; 110 (fn)

1904, deathdate of Daniel Willard Fiske; 219 (fn)
deathdate of Olivia Langdon Clemens; 250 (fn)

1905, deathdate of George MacDonald; 84 (fn)

1906, pubication date of "A t the Baths of Lucca" article; 220 (fn)

1907, Berenson purchase of I Tatti; 208 (fn)
deathdate of Alfred LeRoy Hodder; 179 (fn)
deathdate of Josiah Flynt "W. E." Willard; 179 (fn)
pubication date of "A Pioneer of Today"; 221 (fn)

1908, deathdate of Ernest Fenollosa; 124 (fn)
pubication date of "Alessandro Filipepi, Commonly Called Sandro Botticelli, Painter of Florence"; 213 (fn)

1909, deathdate of "The Arena" magazine; 123 (fn)
probably deathdate of Jim Cuffield; 216 (fn)
pubication date of "Three Lives: Stories of the Good Anna, Melanctha, and the Gentle Lena"; 230 (fn)
"The Arena" magazine ended; 123 (fn)

1910, bombing of Los Angeles Times building; 108 (fn)
deathdate of John Parker Davis; 130 (fn)
deathdate of Mark Twain; 250 (fn)

1911, Boyce attests to her father's divorce in 1870; 83 (fn)
deathdate of Josephine Bontecou Steffens; 151 (fn)

1912,
 beginning of Dodge, Hapgood, Boyce friendship; 292 (fn)
 deathdate of Count Francesco Papafava; 215 (fn)

1913,
 deathdate of Edith Cooper; 225 (fn)

1914,
 August, war diary; 291-321
deathtdate of Jane Burden; 212 (fn)
deathtdate of Katherine Bradley; 225 (fn)
July 15, sailing of Stampalia for Italy; 291 (fn)

1915,
 birthday of Elbridge Kingsley; 130 (fn)

"1915, the Cultural Moment: The New Politics, the New Woman, the New Psychology, the New Art and the New Theatre in America",
 by A dele Heller and Lois Rudnick, editors; 317 (fn)

1916,
 deathdate of Alfred William Benn; 213 (fn)
deathtdate of Herbert Percy Horne; 213 (fn)

1917,
 deathdate of Albert Pinkham Ryder; 159 (fn)
deathtdate of Charles Hutchins Hapgood; 176 (fn), 183 (fn)
deathtdate of Col. Harrison Gray Otis; 78 (fn)
deathtdate of Everett Russell Smith; 59 (fn)
deathtdate of George Dewey; 177 (fn)

1918,
 deathdate of Benjamin Orange Flower; 123 (fn)
deathtdate of Boyce Hapgood; 203 (fn)

1919,
 deathdate of Crawford H. Toy; 210 (fn)
deathtdate of Russe1 story; 205 (fn)

1922,
 deathdate of Fanny Louise Powers Hapgood; 183 (fn)
deathtdate of Josephine Redding; 143 (fn)

1923,
 deathdate of Frederic Herbert Trench; 238 (fn)
deathtdate of Sarah Bernhardt; 174 (fn)
deathtdate of Theophile-Alexandre Steinlen; 146 (fn)

1924,
 deathdate of Eleonora Duse; 174 (fn)
deathtdate of Isabella Stewart Gardner; 138 (fn)

1925,
 divorce of Gertrude Divine from William McClellan Ritter; 54 (fn)
publication date of "Farmhouses and Small Provincial Buildings in Southern Italy"; 211 (fn)

1926,
 deathdate of Mark W. Harrington; 62 (fn)

1927,
 deathdate of Janet A. Duff Gordon Ross; 218 (fn)
deathtdate of Susan Smith Divine; 54 (fn)
publication date of "Letters from the Cape"; 218 (fn)

1928,
 deathdate of Arthur B. Davies; 158 (fn)
deathtdate of Charles Alexander Loeser; 231 (fn)
deathtdate of Charles F. Lummis; 105 (fn)
deathtdate of Hermann Sudermann; 175 (fn)

1929,
 deathdate of Charles Divine; 54 (fn)

1930,
 deathdate of Emilie Bigelow Hapgood; 182 (fn)
deathtdate of Mary E. Freeman; 187 (fn)

1931,
 deathdate of Rose Smith Harrington; 62 (fn)

1933,
 deathdate of Bertha Larking Jennings-Bramly; 238 (fn)
deathtdate of Horace Edwin Smith; 46 (fn)
deathtdate of Teresa "Tessa" Kelso; 94 (fn)

1935,
 deathdate of Helen Faith Boyce; 91 (fn), 229 (fn)
deathtdate of Vernon Lee; 214 (fn)

1936,
 deathdate of Edgar Labouchere Thorold; 216 (fn)
deathtdate of Finley Peter Dunne; 177 (fn)
deathtdate of Lincoln Steffens; 154 (fn)
deathtdate of Nathaniel Parrish Conrey; 117 (fn)

1937,
 deathdate of Edith Warton; 238 (fn)
deathtdate of James Divine; 54 (fn)
deathtdate of May Ella Smith Boyce; 42 (fn)
deathtdate of Norman Hapgood; 150 (fn)

1938,
 death of Edwin Sherrill Dodge; 291 (fn)
deathtdate of May Morris; 211 (fn)
deathtdate of Pitts Duffield; 177 (fn)
publication of "Lords of the Press"; 109 (fn)

1939,
 deathdate of Guido Giglioli; 222 (fn)

1940,
 deathdate of Robert Dell; 213 (fn)

1941,
 deathdate of Carlo Pia1ci; 216 (fn)
deathtdate of Nancy Saunders Toy; 210 (fn)

1944,
 deathdate of A lexander Ross; 218 (fn)
deathtdate of Aubrey Waterfield; 219 (fn)
deathtdate of Harry Chandler; 108 (fn)
deathtdate of Hutchins Hapgood; 172 (fn)

1945,
 deathdate of Mary Smith Costelloe Berenson; 206 (fn)

1946,
 deathdate of Gerhart Hauptmann; 175 (fn)
deathtdate of Gertrude Stein; 230 (fn)

1947,
 "Appreciation: Painting, Poetry and Prose"; 231 (fn)
deathtdate of Leo Stein; 217 (fn)

1948,
deathdate of Gertrude Horn Atherton; 105 (fn)
1950,
dead date of Fred M. Stein; 217 (fn)
probable death date of Gertrude Divine; 54 (fn)
1951,
deathdate of Abraham Cahan; 156 (fn)
1952,
deathdate of Emma Eames; 205 (fn)
death date of Frances Benjamin Johnston; 133 (fn)
deathdate of William McClellan Ritter; 169 (fn)
1955,
death date of Eleanor Page Hapgood; 242 (fn)
1959,
death date of Bernard Berenson; 206 (fn), 208 (fn)
1960,
death date of Hortense Serriorti; 219 (fn)
1961,
publish date of "Democratic Despot: A Life of Napoleon III"; 252 (fn)
1962,
Barbara Pollack; 234 (fn)
death date of Mabel Ganson Evans Dodge Sterne Luhan; 291 (fn)
publish date of "The Collectors: Dr. Claribel and Miss Etta Cone"; 234 (fn)
1964,
death date of Caroline (Lina) Duff Gordon; 219 (fn)
publish date of "Famous Americans in Florence, 1400-1900"; 250 (fn)
1966,
death date of Edward Caulfeild; 216 (fn)
publish date of "Mr. Clemens and Mark Twain, a Biography"; 250 (fn)
publish date of "Sister Brother: Gertrude and Leo Stein"; 250 (fn)
publish date of "The Companion Guide to Florence"; 222 (fn)
1968,
death date of Dr. Marian Osgood Hooker; 211 (fn)
1971,
death date of Mark Raymond Harrington; 62 (fn)
1973,
publish date of "Captain Carey's Blunder: The Death of the Prince Imperial"; 252 (fn)
1977,
death date of Gladys Deacon; 240 (fn)
publish date of "The Biography of Alice B. Toklas"; 214 (fn)
publish date of "The Great War and Modern Memory"; 264 (fn)
1979,
publish date of "Bernard Berenson: The Making of a Connoisseur"; 208 (fn)
1981,
death date of Margaret Boyce Bonnell; 91 (fn)
publish date of "Remarkable Relations: The Story of the Pearsall Smith Family"; 214 (fn)
1983,
interview with Alice H. Bonnell; 54 (fn), 90 (fn)
1984,
"Chap-Book" magazine founded; 158 (fn)
publish date of "A Need to Testify: Portraits of Lauro de Bosis, Ruth Draper, Gaetano Salvemini, Ignazio Silone and an Essay on Biography"; 215 (fn)
1985,
Gigliola Maltini Gliglioli interview with author; 263 (fn)
interview with Alice H. Bonnell; 47 (fn), 55 (fn)
Vivien Betti interview with author; 240 (fn)
1987,
Alice H. Bonnell interview with author; 125 (fn)
death date of Gordon Waterfield; 219 (fn)
1988,
interview with Miriam Hapgood DeWitt; 48 (fn)
publish date of "A Gertrude Stein Companion: Content with the Example"; 206 (fn)
publish date of "Bernard Shaw"; 212 (fn)
1989,
birth date of Joseph Charles Mardrus; 189 (fn)
1990,
publish date of "The Sweetest Impression of Life: The James Family and Italy"; 263 (fn)
1994,
publish date of "The Power and Passion of M. Carey Thomas"; 250 (fn)
2001; 83 (fn)
"291" group,
Frances Simpson Stevens role; 301 (fn)
"A Gertrude Stein Companion: Content with the Example",
by Bruce Kellner; 206 (fn), 214 (fn), 217 (fn), 234 (fn), 293 (fn), 299 (fn)
"A Guide to Documentary Editing",
by Mary-Jo Kline; 40 (fn)
by Frank Luther Mott; 37 (fn)
"A History of Having a Great Many Times Not Continued to Be Friends: The Correspondence between Mabel Dodge and Gertrude Stein, 1911-1934",
by Patricia R. Everett; 225 (fn), 231 (fn)
"A Need to Testify: Portraits of Lauro de Bosis, Ruth Draper, Gaetano Salvemini, Ignazio Silone and an Essay on Biography",
by Iris Origo; 215 (fn)
"A New England Nun",
by Mary E. Freeman; 187 (fn)
"A Pioneer of Today",
by Neith Boyce; 221 (fn)
"A Provident Woman",
by Neith Boyce; 15, 262 (fn)
completion of; 282
publication history; 278 (fn)
start of writing;
"A Story of New Spain", 
by Neith Boyce; 37 (fn)
Neith Boyce story; 104 (fn)
"A Thousand and One Nights"; 189 (fn)
Joseph Charles Mardrus as translator of; 189 (fn)
"A Tuscan Childhood", 
by Kinta Beevor; 216 (fn), 219 (fn)
"A Victorian in the Modern World", 
by Hutchins Hapgood; 38 (fn), 39 (fn), 40 (fn), 270 (fn), 305 (fn)
introduction by Robert Allen Skotheim; 37 (fn)
Neith's role in; 25

'A
Abbott, Bunny; 316 (fn)
Abbott, Senda Berenson; 316 (fn)
biographical note; 307 (fn)
as "Mother of Women's Basketball"; 306 (figure)
plans for leaving Italy at outbreak of W.W.I; 311

Abeille, Emile,
Florence Deacon's lover; 256 (fn)

Academia di Belle Arte,
See Belle Arte;

Acton, Arthur Mario,
attempt to drive to England, at outbreak of W.W.I; 304 (fn)
biographical note; 287 (fn)
financial impact of W.W.I on; 318 (fn)
Mabel Dodge's opinions about; 310
Neith Boyce's opinion of; 316
Sir Harold Acton's disagreement with Mabel Dodge's account about; 310 (fn)

Acton, Sir Harold,
biographical note; 287 (fn)
disagreement about Mabel Dodge's account about Arthur A ction; 310 (fn)
"Memoirs of an Aesthete"; 287 (fn), 305 (fn)
role in researching Neith Boyce; -13

Adams, Henry,
reconciliation of Edith Wharton and Bernard Berenson effected by; 238 (fn)

"Adoration of Magi", 
by Durer, description of; 236

"Aeneid", 
by Virgil, mid-teens reading of; 80

aesthetics,
See Also art; philosophy/philosophers;
Bernard Berenson opinions; 230
importance of art over life, in Neith's view; 189

"Memos of an Aesthete" by Harold Acton; 305 (fn)
philosophy of painting; 279

affection,
See Also isolation; personal relationships; relationships;
display by Henry Harrison Boyce, at Neith's wedding; 201
expression of,
lack in Neith's family; 46
between young and older woman, impact on Neith Boyce; 206
for her apartment, in New York; 167
lack of by mother, seen in intercepted letter episode; 90
lack of by parents, contribution to sense of isolation; 90
for New York; 151, 167
return of, for family; 157
for work and workplace, at "Commercial Advertiser"; 166

African explorer,
dismal quality of lectures by; 124

"After Sunset",
by Neith Boyce; 37 (fn)

"After the Storm",
by Neith Boyce; 37 (fn)

AIBERGO NAZIONALE; 262

alcohol/alcoholism,
See Also illness; mental illness;
abuse, by visitor to Los Angeles home; 82
attitudes towards; 82
as cause of Mary R. Divine's death; 125 (fn)
as cause of Richard L. Divine's death; 55 (fn)
embarrassing consequences of Neith's first experience with; 132
of Neith Boyce; 24, 26

Alcott, Lucy,
See Perkins, Lucy;
algebra,
enjoyment of; 80

"All in the Family",
by Neith Boyce; 23

Allen, Susan Huck,
role in researching Neith Boyce; -15

"Allessandro Filipepi, Commonly Called Sandro Botticelli, Painter of Florence",
by Herbert Percy Horne; 213 (fn)

Alsace-Lorraine, France,
description of; 288

"America",
by Henry Fielding, given to Neith by Gertrude Stein; 250

American Express Company,
reaction to outbreak of W.W.I; 304

"American Magazine",
Lincoln Steffens as editor-writer for; 154 (fn)
as literary magazine that influenced national awareness of modernism; 11

"American Moderns: Bohemian New York and the Creation of a New Century",

American Moderns: Bohemian New York and the Creation of a New Century",

American Magazine, by Virgil, mid-teens reading of; 80

American Express Company, reaction to outbreak of W.W.I; 304

"American Magazine",
Lincoln Steffens as editor-writer for; 154 (fn)
as literary magazine that influenced national awareness of modernism; 11

"American Moderns: Bohemian New York and the Creation of a New Century",

American Magazine; 213 (fn)
alcohol/alcoholism,
See Also illness; mental illness;
abuse, by visitor to Los Angeles home; 82
attitudes towards; 82
as cause of Mary R. Divine's death; 125 (fn)
as cause of Richard L. Divine's death; 55 (fn)
embarrassing consequences of Neith's first experience with; 132
of Neith Boyce; 24, 26

Alcott, Lucy,
See Perkins, Lucy;
algebra,
enjoyment of; 80

"All in the Family",
by Neith Boyce; 23

Allen, Susan Huck,
role in researching Neith Boyce; -15

"Allessandro Filipepi, Commonly Called Sandro Botticelli, Painter of Florence",
by Herbert Percy Horne; 213 (fn)

Alsace-Lorraine, France,
description of; 288

"America",
by Henry Fielding, given to Neith by Gertrude Stein; 250

American Express Company,
reaction to outbreak of W.W.I; 304

"American Magazine",
Lincoln Steffens as editor-writer for; 154 (fn)
as literary magazine that influenced national awareness of modernism; 11

"American Moderns: Bohemian New York and the Creation of a New Century",

American Magazine; 213 (fn)
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by Christine Stansell; 38 (fn)
"A merican N ews C ompany" distributors,
destruction of "T he A rena" magazine by a ruling of; 123
A mericans,
brash young A merican girls, Miss Grace as; 235, 236
class distinctions among, Neith vs. Laura's views on; 146
Laura, Neith's Danish friend's view of; 144
patriotism of, at outbreak of W.W.I.; 308
snobbery of, Beacon Hill matron; 130
Amussen, Susan,
role in researching Neith Boyce; -12
"A n A narchist W oman",
by Hutchins Hapgood; 38 (fn)
Andersen, Hans Christian,
fairy tales,
impact of; 84
middle childhood reading of; 72
Neith's early reading of; 46
Andersen, Hendrik Christian,
biographical note; 268 (fn)
correspondence with; 268
"A ndria",
by Terence, proverb arising from; 231 (fn)
animals,
See cat(s); chicken(s); dogs(s); fawn; fish; horse(s); owl;
Ann Arbor, MI,
visit to; 62
youthful character of; 126
anniversary,
activities on; 232
Hutchins' complaints about Neith on; 13
quarrel on; 233
anthropologist,
Mark Raymond Harrington as; 62 (fn)
antifascists,
See A Iso socialists;
Count Francesco Papafava, biographical note; 215 (fn)
Gaetano Salvemini; 216 (fn)
Antonelli, Count,
visit with Berensons; 216
A pollinaire,
Filippo Tommaso Marinetti relationship to; 301 (fn)
"A ppreciation: A rts, P oetry and P rose",
by Leo Stein; 231 (fn)
"A rabian N ights",
impact on view of sex and its dangers; 101
(unexpurgated), middle childhood reading of; 73
Arabic,
Crawford H. Toy as scholar of; 210 (fn)
Arcetri, Italy,
as Villa Curonia location; 297
architect/architecture,
See A Iso art;
church at San Miniato al Monte; 228
Herbert Percy Horne; 213 (fn)
of Pisa, Italy; 258
Armory Show,
See A lso art; Futurism;
Arthur B. Davies as an organizer of; 158 (fn)
Frances Simpson Stevens exhibition in; 301 (fn)
Mabel Dodge role; 20
army,
Italian, assessment of, in 1903; 273
art,
See A lso aesthetics; bohemian environment; engravings;
etchings; modernism movement;
philosophy/philosophers;
A rtur B. Davies as organizer of New York A rmory show;
158 (fn)
artist as observer; 187, 188
A sian, Ernest Fenollosa as expert in; 124 (fn)
Chinese, curator Ernest Fenollosa's impact on Neith; 124
collectors, Dr. Claribel and Etta Cone; 234 (fn)
critics,
Bernard Berenson, biographical note; 206 (fn)
Charles Alexander Loeser; 231 (fn)
Frederick Mason Perkins; 225 (fn)
Herbert Percy Horne; 213 (fn)
Vernon Lee; 213 (fn)
Vernon Lee, biographical note; 214 (fn)
Walter Pater; 227 (fn)
historians, Maud Cruittwell; 214
importance of, in Neith's view; 189
importance relative to life, support for view of; 221
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, Bernard Berenson's influence on; 138 (fn)
Italian government attitude towards, Bernard Berenson's criticism of; 222
Metropolitan Museum of A rt; 167 (fn)
Neith Boyce's taste in; 162
painting methods and style of A lbert Ryder; 159
of Pisa, Italy; 258
Ruskin A rt Club of Los Angeles,
brief history of; 89 (fn)
Mary Ella Smith Boyce's role; 89
Winnie and Olive Wells as members of; 113
of Siena, Italy; 276
Southern Vermont Art Center; 56
Tessa Kelso's group, Neith's interaction with; 94
transformative role of; 125
values of, impact on modernism movement; 5
Asian art,
Ernest Fenollosa as expert in; 124 (fn)
amazonas,
See murder;
A stor Library; 142 (fn)
architecture,
See A Iso art;
church at San Miniato al Monte; 228
Herbert Percy Horne; 213 (fn)
of Pisa, Italy; 258
Armory Show,
See A lso art; Futurism;
Arthur B. Davies as an organizer of; 158 (fn)
Frances Simpson Stevens exhibition in; 301 (fn)
Mabel Dodge role; 20
army,
Italian, assessment of, in 1903; 273
art,
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"At the Back of the North Wind", by George MacDonald, mid-teens reading of; 84

"At the Baths of Lucca", by Neith Boyce; 220 (fn)

A therton, Gertrude Horn, biographical note; 105 (fn)

"Atlantic Monthly" magazine, John Parker Davis' contributions; 130 (fn) as magnet for Neith as young writer; 107

Attenborough, Mrs.; 243, 263 came to tea; 270 conversation of; 254 invitation to tea by; 251 opinions about; 260 photographs of Boyce taken by; 271 romantic relationship with Mr. Gully; 274

Aunt Beatrice, See Laing, Mabel;

Aunt Grace, See Divine, Susan Smith;

Aunt Milly, See Harrington, Rose Smith;

Austin, Charlotte, great aunt of Alexander Ross; 218

Austin, Jane, as exemplar of artist as observer; 187

Austin, John, as grandfather of Janet Ross; 14

Austin, Mary, biographical note; 272 (fn)

Austin, Tom, during the Chartist riots, Janet Ross reminiscences; 252 as Janet Ross' uncle; 252

Austria, Italian fears of, in 1903; 273 Serbia and, ignoring of the news on; 298 ultimatum issues to Serbia by; 298 (fn)

authenticity, as value for modernism movement; 5

authority, Neith Boyce's attitude towards; 186

"Autobiography", by Benvenuto Cellini; 258 by Neith Boyce; 37 (fn) background and development of; 25 Neith Boyce's style; 8

"Autobiography of a Thief", by Hutchins Hapgood; 38 (fn)

autumn, in middle west; 60

Autumn Salon, Mina Loy exhibition in; 299 (fn)

Auzias, Eugenie; 300 (figure)

biographical note; 302 (fn)

baby(s), See Also children; as annoyance, to 15-year-old Neith; 93 in small Los Angeles house; 112 attitude towards, at I Tatti; 213 sibling, death of due to diphtheria; 47 stillbirth of, as a cause of Mary Boyce's illness; 48

Bach, Johann Sebastian, playing by Miss Cracroft at Berensons; 230 skillful playing by Miss Cracroft; 211, 220

"Bachelor Girl" articles, by Neith Boyce; 37 (fn), 180 (fn)

Baggs, Miss, as friend of Hutchins Hapgood; 285 lunch at Castel di Poggio; 286 visit with; 287

Bagni di Lucca, Italy; 176 (fn) brief description; 220 (fn) loss in popularity to Switzerland; 249 Neith and Hutchins Hapgood residence, description of setting and interior; 237

ball lightning, as frightening experience; 54

Baltimore, MD, Boyce family visit after diphtheria deaths; 51 visit to; 131

Balzac, Honore, "Contes Drolatiques", Neith Boyce reading; 96 (fn) description of writings; 96 (fn) Dr. Giglioli's quotation of; 269 reading in the original French; 96 value of, to Neith; 189

banks, impact of first news of World War I on; 302

Baptistery, doors in Florence; 231 at Pisa, description of architecture; 258 at Siena; 277

Barbarelli, Giorgio, See Giorgione;

Barga, Italy, appearance of; 268

Bargello national museum, visit to; 234

Barili, Antonio and Giovanni, at Cathedral in Siena; 279 at Palazzo Pubblico in Siena; 278

Barrie, James M.; 173
Barrymore, Ethel; 174
Battle of the Wilderness, brother of Henry Harrison Boyce killed in; 43
Bayreuth Festival; 210 (fn)
Bazzi, Giovanni Antonio, See Sodoma;
beach, trips to; 71
Beardsley, Aubrey, biographical note; 162 (fn) drawings, Neith's enjoyment of; 162
Beatrice Mary Victoria Feodore, Princess, relationship with Louis Napoleon; 252 (fn)
beauty, of Italy, compared with France and England; 247 standards of, attractive women in late 1880s Los Angeles; 92
Beccafumi, Domenico di Giacomo, at Belle Arte in Siena, Neith bad opinion of; 276 frescos in Oratory, Neith good opinion of; 277
bedbugs, See A Iso insects; in ship cabins on 1914 trip to Italy; 292
Beethoven, Ludwig van, playing by Miss Cracroft at Berensons; 230 skillful playing by Miss Cracroft; 211
Beever, Kinta, "A Tuscan Childhood"; 216 (fn), 219 (fn)
behavior, See A Iso social customs; social interactions; boorish, Edith Wharton's Italian visit viewed as; 238 of Leo Stein, as house guest in England; 272 Boyce Hapgood, during hot train ride; 237 Gertrude Divine, during Neith's visit to Ann Arbor in 1893; 125, 126 of Leo Stein, while a house guest; 283 Mabel Dodge, at outbreak of W.W.I; 310 Neith Boyce, on first date with Hutchins Hapgood; 173 "You" as target of anger about; 119 of Olin Smith towards his new wife; 55 of people towards each other, nasty edge to; 274 snobbish, Beacon Hill matron; 130 Dr. Giglioli criticism of; 273 Janet Ross; 253 Lady Claude's refusal of flowers; 271 Lina Calderoni complaints about British; 264, 266 seen in Neith's diaries; 15 theatrical depiction of, changes in by New American Theatre; 5 unconventional, in Greenwich Village; 165 (fn)
Belle Arte, visit to; 234
Belluzzi family, Villa Curonia bought by in 1935; 293 (fn)
Benabbio, Italy, view of, during a walk; 264 walk to and description of; 247
Benn, Alfred William, dates; 213 (fn)
Bentley, Arthur F., fellow resident of Key West with Neith and Hutchins; 24 Hutchins Hapgood destruction of letters from; 38 (fn) love affair with Neith Boyce; 17
Berenson, Bernard; 209 (figure)
See A Iso I Tatti villa; aesthetics; 230 biographical note; 206 (fn) conversational tastes of; 212 correspondence, by Hutchins Hapgood; 258 departure for St. Moritz; 240 household atmosphere; 226 illness of; 233 interactions with women intellectuals; 14 Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum influenced by; 138 (fn) meeting on arrival at Bagni di Lucca; 237 mutual admiration of Neith and; 224 Neith and Hutchins stay with; 13 protection by Marchese Serlupi during W.W.II; 216 (fn) quotations on Catholicism; 233 reason for changing spelling of first name from Bernhard; 299 biographical note; 217 (fn) reasons for animosity towards Charles Alexander Loeser; 231 (fn) relationship to Norman Hapgood; 210 (fn) "Sunset and Twilight"; 216 (fn) tensions with Dodges; 292 (fn) tensions with Mabel Dodge; 292 (fn) travel plans for U.S. trip; 232
Berenson, Mary, role in Bernard Berenson's circle; 14
Berenson, Mary Smith Costelloe; 207 (figure) account of Edith Wharton's boorish behavior; 238 anecdote about the "Red-Haired Lady"; 224 biographical note; 206 (fn) letter from; 242 letter to Hannah Whitall Smith; 210 (fn) Neith and Hutchins stay with; 13
Berenson, Senda, See A bott, Senda Berenson;
Berg, Sheila, role in researching Neith Boyce; -15
Berman, Lindsey, role in researching Neith Boyce; -15 "Bernard Berenson: The Making of a Connoisseur",
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by Ernest Samuels; 208 (fn), 210 (fn), 217 (fn), 224 (fn)
"Bernard Shaw", by Michael Holroyd; 212 (fn)
Bernhardt, Sarah, biographical note; 174 (fn)
Bethel, Richard, third Lord Westbury, as owner of I Tatti before Bernard Berenson; 208 (fn)
Betti, Vivian Bramly, correspondence with author, 1985; 240 (fn)
role in researching Neith Boyce; -13
Boyle, Henri-Marie, See Stendhal;
"Biblio", by Thomas Mosher, modernism movement role of; 11
Bigallo; 231
bigamy, accusations against Henry Harrison Boyce; 9
black death, brief history; 280 (fn)
black toenails, of Botticelli, puzzlement by; 234
Blaine, James G., support by Henry Harrison Boyce; 104
Blakely, Roger, role in researching Neith Boyce; -12
"Blast" magazine, Wyndham Lewis as founder of; 301 (fn)
"Blind Man" magazine, Frances Simpson Stevens role; 301 (fn)
blizzard, Neith's method of reporting on; 155
Blood, Florence, friend of Gertrude and Leo Stein and companion of Princess Ghika, biographical note; 214 (fn)
gossip about; 215
as intellectual of Florence in the late 19th, early 20th century; 14
boarders, in Los Angeles' Hill Street house, description; 85
Boccaccio, Giovanni, "Decameron", middle childhood reading of; 73
site of; 214 (fn), 220
bohemian environment, See A Iso art;
of Tessa Kelso's group, Neith's interaction with; 9, 94, 165
Theophile-Alexandre Steinlen illustrations; 146
"Bohemianism on the Urban Frontier", by Kevin Starr; 36 (fn)
Boldini, Giovanni, Gladys Deacon as model for; 240 (fn)
Bombarde, at Fonteguista in Siena; 278
bombing, of L.A. "Times" building, cause of; 108
Bonell, Alice H., daughter of Margaret Boyce Bonell; -12
interview with author; 47 (fn), 54 (fn), 90 (fn), 125 (fn)
as interview with author; 55 (fn)
role in researching Neith Boyce; -12
Bonell, Margaret Boyce, A lice H. Bonell as daughter of; -12
dates; 91 (fn)
as Neith's sister; 112 (fn)
"Book of Songs", by Heinrich Heine; 176 (fn)
"Bookman" magazine, LOTOS magazine merger with; 10, 142 (fn)
books, See A Iso reading;
available to Neith during middle childhood; 72
early importance of; 46
as important component of Los Angeles fruit ranch house; 67
retained by Boyce family, after economic failure; 111
boom, See A Iso money;
real estate, of Los Angeles in late 1880s; 109
Borsook, Eve, role in researching Neith Boyce; -13
"The Companion Guide to Florence"; 222 (fn)
Bonina/Herzegovina, Sarajevo, Sarajevo, assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand; 298 (fn)
Boston, MA, Boyce family move from Los Angeles to in 1891; 120 (fn), 122
depressing atmosphere after Los Angeles sunlight; 122
negative opinion of; 138
Neith Boyce's travels to; 3
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Ernest Fenollosa as curator of Oriental Art at; 124 (fn)
"Boston Traveller" newspaper, Henry Harrison Boyce acquisition of part ownership; 122
Botticelli, Sandro, biography; 213 (fn)
black toenails in paintings by, puzzlement by; 234
Herbert Percy Horne as biographer of; 213
Neith's appearance described as like a painting by; 205
"Primavera", comments on; 234
Theresa Thorold described as a; 217
"Venus", description; 227
Boyce, A. J., brief description; 74
as brother of Henry Harrison Boyce; 74 (fn)
Boyce, Carl, as brother of Neith Boyce; 8 (fn), 42 (fn)
Boyce, Daniel,
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Boyle, Earl,
See Boyle, Erle;

Boyle, Erle,
as brother of Neith Boyce; 8 (fn), 42 (fn)

Boyle, Etha,
as sister of Neith Boyce; 8 (fn), 42 (fn)

Boyle, Helen Faith,
correspondence with; 269
dates; 91 (fn), 229 (fn)
as Neith's sister; 112 (fn), 229 (fn)
participation in Neith's wedding; 200

Boyce, Henry Harrison;
beliefs of; 104
biographical note; 42 (fn)
brother, See, Boyle, A. J.;
death of; 288
divorce from first wife; 8 (fn), 36 (fn), 44 (fn)
emotional temperament description; 83
as father of Neith Boyce; 42 (fn)
first child of; 36 (fn)
health, good influence of LA fruit ranch on; 67
Los Angeles address in 1891; 112 (fn)
Neith correspondence at Bagni di Lucca; 246 (fn)
nephews, visits in Los Angeles; 82
partnership with Col. Harrison Gray Otis; 78 (fn)
physical and biographical description; 43
role in Los Angeles real estate boom of late 1880's; 109
unworldly character of, Neith's admiration for; 104

Boyle, Jessie C.,
See Bracher, Jessie C. Boyle;

Boyle, Margaret,
See Bonnell, Margaret Boyle;
participation in Neith's wedding; 200

Boyce, Mary Ella Smith;
address of Boyle family; 112 (fn)
aid to Neith, work and publication opportunities in LOTOS magazine; 10
ashes buried in coffin with Neith; 26
brother, See, Smith, Horace Edwin;
correspondence with; 259, 264, 269
emotional temperament description; 83
as mother of Neith Boyce; 42 (fn)
Neith correspondence at Bagni di Lucca; 246 (fn)
physical description, in 1880; 42
unworldly character of, Neith's admiration for; 104

Boyce, Neith;
"A utobiography"; 37 (fn)
See Also character of Neith Boyce; influences on Neith Boyce;
alcoholism of; 24, 26
attitudes towards life,
fundamental differences between Neith and Hutchins; 187
impact of Hutchins Hapgood on; 185
"A utobiography", Neith Boyce's style; 8
biographical reference; 42 (fn)
biographical sketch of; 8-26
birthdate; 42 (fn)
brothers, See,
Boyce, Carl;
Boyce, Erle;
Boyce, Paul;
cigarette card photo; 134 (figure)
"Constancy", theatrical innovations in; 4
correspondence with Bernard Berenson; 38 (fn)
correspondence with Hutchins Hapgood; 37 (fn)
dughters, See,
De Witt, Miriam Hapgood;
Faust, Beatrice Hapgood;
death of; 26
differences between other woman writers and; 2
drawing by Arthur B. Davies; 160 (figure)
early life; 8
father, See, Boyce, Henry Harrison;
friendship with Carl Van Vechten, foundations for; 21
homes, 1880, Milwaukee Wisconsin; 41
Hutchins Hapgood courtship of; 12
Italian trip diary,
1903; 203-290
1914; 291-321
love affair with Arthur F. Bentley; 17
maternal grandfather, See, Smith, James;
maternal grandmother, See, Smith, Martha Lowell;
mother, See, Boyce, Mary Ella Smith;
as name used by novelist Mary A. Austin;
Neith's reaction to; 272
"New York Times" article on; 274 (fn)
niece, See, Bonnell, Alice H.;
paternal grandfather, See, Boyle, Daniel;
pregnancy, Boyle's attitude towards; 275
Provincetown Players role of; 5
publications reference,
"A ll in the Family"; 23
"The Sea Lady"; 23
"The Town in the Forest: Life Story of Richmond, New Hampshire"; 24
publications referenced,
"A Pioneer of Today"; 221 (fn)
"A Provident Woman"; 15, 262 (fn), 278 (fn), 282
"A Story of New Spain"; 37 (fn), 104 (fn)
"After Sunset"; 37 (fn)
"A ter the Storm"; 37 (fn)
"At the Baths of Lucca" in "Scribner's" Magazine; 220 (fn)
"Bachelor Girl" articles; 37 (fn), 180 (fn)
John Reed's marriage to; 19
wife of John Reed; 305 (fn)
**Bryn Mawr college,**
Mary Mackall Gwinn, M. Carey Thomas, and Alfred Hodder relationships at; 250 (fn)
bubonic plague,
brief history; 280 (fn)
**Buckle, Henry Thomas,**
Janet Ross' reminiscences; 253
**Buell, Miss,**
as Neith Boyce's literary agent; 293 (fn)
**Burden, Jane,**
wife of William Morris, biographical note; 212 (fn)
**Burke, Carolyn,**
communication with author; 301 (fn)
letter to author, 1996; 293 (fn)
role in researching Neith Boyce; -13
"Burlington Magazine"; 213 (fn)
**Burne-Jones, Sir Edward;**
dates; 212 (fn)
"But when the beauteous idiot speaks",
quoted in context of beautiful but stupid girls; 98 (fn)
**Byron, George Gordon Lord;**
as poet enjoyed by both Neith and Winnie Wells; 113
stay at Bagni di Lucca; 249

Caesar, Julius,
"C commentaries", mid-teens reading of; 80
**Caffe Gambrinus,**
aniversary tea at; 233
**Cahan, Abraham,**
biographical note; 156 (fn)
correspondence with; 268
literary opinions of; 156
opinion of Leo Tolstoy; 267
**Calderoni, Countess Eleonora Costabili;**
222 (fn), 283
appearance and personality; 260
physical description and attitude towards her children; 267
questions about Hutchins' behavior in Japan; 270
receiving visitors in bed; 283
**Calderoni, Lina;**
222 (fn)
conversation of; 265
conversations with; 262
father's threats to disinherit; 249
opinion about English snobbery; 264, 266
opinions about; 261
**Calderoni, Mario;**
biographical note; 263 (fn)
as Italian translator of William James; 265
opinion about; 263
opinions about literature; 266

physical description of; 267
psychology and interests of; 265
**Calderoni-Montanari, Count Carlo,**
appearance and personality; 260
biographical note; 222 (fn)
**California,**
see AIso Boyce, Neith, travels; Los Angeles, CA; Santa Barbara, CA; Sierra Nevada, CA; early history,
influence on Neith's early writings; 105
influence on Neith's writings; 104
emotional climate of Boston contrast with; 122
literary renaissance, influence of; 9
National Guard of California, Henry Harrison Boyce commission in; 42 (fn)
Southern California Boosters, role in Los Angeles real estate boom of late 1880's; 109
**California Rebellion,**
see AIso bohemian environment; cultural climate; impact on Greenwich Village cultural climate; 9
**Camera Work magazine,**
Mina Loy publication in; 299 (fn)
**Campagna, Italy,**
first sight of, in 1914; 293
**Campanile,**
Pisa, Italy, description; 258
camping,
description; 71
**Campo Santo,**
Pisa, Italy, description of architecture and setting; 258
**Cannon, Henry White,**
sponsor of Edith Wharton and Bernard Berenson; 238 (fn)
**Cantwell, Richard,**
translation of quote from Goethe's Faust; 264 (fn)
**Capello, Madame,**
calling card design and appearance; 274
questioning Hutchins Hapgood about buying a musume in Japan; 270
**Capri,**
Villa San Michele, as museum home of Dr. Axel Munthe; 239
"Captain Carey's Blunder: The Death of the Prince Imperial",
by Donald F. Featherstone; 252 (fn)
**Cardini, Giulio Cesare Lenci Orlandi,**
"Le Ville di Firenze di qua d'A rno"; 293 (fn)
**Carducci, Giosue,**
poet admired by Mario Calderoni; 266
"Carl Van Vechten",
by Edward Lueders; 298 (fn)
"Carl Van Vechten and the Irreverent Decades",
by Bruce Kellner; 298 (fn)
**Carolan,**
as pseudonym for Boyce; 41 (fn)
Carolan, Captain,

See Boyce, Henry Harrison;

Carpenter, Mrs.,
opinions on winter in Italy; 281

"Carrots",
as Neith's childhood nickname; 46

Carson, Kit; 105 (fn)

Carson, Mrs.; 282

Cascine park,
brief description; 226 (fn)
walking in, description; 233

Casella, Constance,
mother of Guido Giglioli; 224 (fn)

Castel di Poggio; 285 (figure)
description and concerns about; 286, 287
description of; 285
invitation to visit by Bertha Larking Jennings-Bramly; 240
rental by Bertha Larking Jennings-Bramly; 238 (fn)
walk up to; 283

Cat(s),
See Aiso animals;
of Captain of S.S. Stampalia; 292
killing, by paternal cousin in Los Angeles; 82

Cathedral,
in Siena; 279

Caulfield, Edward,
as editor of English-language newspaper in Florence; 216 (fn)
Janet Ross criticism of; 239

Caulfield, James,
correspondence with; 259
rehabilitation efforts on behalf of; 220 (fn)
as source for "The Autobiography of a Thief"; 242 (fn)
as thief in Hapgood's "The Autobiography of a Thief"; 216 (fn)

Ceccaci, Mrs.; 243, 251, 261, 263
husband as violinist; 254 (fn), 272
Janet Ross relationship with; 255
opinions about; 260
pension run by; 274
teal with; 254

Ceccaci, Mrs.,
See Ceccaci, Mrs.;

Cellini, Benvenuto,
"A utobiography"; 258
enjoyment of; 259
reasons why he ran away; 258

Center for Italian Renaissance Studies (Harvard University),
current use of I Tatti villa; 208 (fn)

"Century" magazine; 141
Elbridge Kingsley's contributions; 130 (fn)

Chamberlain, Lucia,
See Austin, Mary;

Chandler, Harry,
dates; 108 (fn)

"Chap-Book" magazine,
brief history; 11 (fn), 158 (fn)

Chapin, Martha M.,
as first wife of Henry Harrison Boyce; 36 (fn)

character of Neith Boyce,
See Aiso influences on Neith Boyce; intellectual hunger;
isolation; memories;
cyclone impact on; 59
Hutchins Hapgood description of; 6, 7
impersonal,
as description of Neith Boyce by Mary and Bernard Berenson; 213
enjoyment of being alone in crowds; 168
malevolence of Fate impact on; 48, 73, 101
importance of family bond to; 171
inability to understand intentional cruelty; 100
intellectual hunger, feeding by Tessa Kelso's circle; 94
middle childhood reading impact on; 73
sex viewed as dangerous and potentially lethal impact on; 102
split into two people, as consequence of early tragedies; 50
suicide of nameless man impact on; 50
touch-me-not attitude, as a young girl; 101

Chartist riots,
Janet Ross' reminiscences; 252

Chekov, Anton,
Abraham Cahan's opinion; 156

Chesapeake Bay,
Boyce family visit after diphtheria deaths; 51 (fn)

Chicago, IL,
sojourn of Neith and Boyce in; 15

Chicago World's Fair,
See Columbian Exposition;

chickens,
See Aiso animals;
of Captain of S.S. Stampalia; 292
description; 70
rooster roast anecdote; 74

children,
See Aiso baby(s); siblings;
attitude towards, of fifteen-year-old Neith; 93
husband viewed as, by Mary Houghton; 229
impact of oppressive emotional climate of Villa Curonia on; 298, 299
Janet Ross attitude towards; 222
Neith's aversion to; 114

chimney swallows' death,
impact on Neith's character and world-view; 49
Laura's death compared with; 171

China/Chinese,
art, curator Ernest Fenollosa's impact on Neith; 124
in Los Angeles of 1880s, problems and issues; 79, 80
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Mark Walrod Harrington connections with; 62 (fn)
as nationality working on the fruit ranch; 67
ranch cook,
habits of; 69
knife-threatening episode; 70
China town (San Francisco),
in 1880, description; 66
Chisolm, Lawrence W.,
"Fenollosa: The Far East and American Culture"; 37 (fn)
Chopin, Frederic,
Bernard Berenson dislike of; 230
skillful playing by Miss Cracroft; 220
"Christian Register" magazine,
Norman Hapgood as editor of; 150 (fn)
Christian Science religion,
Mabel Dodge's visit to a practitioner of; 313
Mina Loy belief in; 313 (fn)
Nellie Dunn's embrace of; 146
"Chronology from Letters",
by Miriam Hapgood DeWitt; 37 (fn), 39 (fn)
Cicero, Marcus Tullius,
"Pro Caelio"; 231 (fn)
cigarette card photo; 134 (figure)
unpleasant experience with photographer of; 133
Cinquecento,
Villa Curonia described as; 297
Cipollone, Arrafeta,
See D'Aunnunzio, Gabriele;
Civil War,
Henry Harrison Boyce role; 42 (fn)
starting date; 105 (fn)
Civitalli, Matteo,
statues in Lucca; 248
clams,
See AIso animals;
of Captain of S.S. Stampalia; 292
Clark, Cliff,
role in researching Neith Boyce; -12
Clark, Kenneth,
praise for Aubrey Waterfield; 219 (fn)
role of I Tatti in cultural life of Europe and U.S.; 14
Claude, Lady; 271
description and relationship with Lord Byron; 248
dinner party companions; 264
tennis match with; 257
tennis playing; 251
Clemens, Olivia Langdon,
as wife of Mark Twain (Samuel Clemens); 250 (fn)
Clemens, Samuel,
See Twain, Mark;
clothes; 257
creation of, during Hill Street period; 87
first formal dress, joy in; 100
of Gertrude Stein; 233
hat purchase for Bernard Berenson; 232
importance of, for adolescent Neith; 99
ugly, on Sienese women; 276
young girls, character of; 99
Cobbs, Mr. and Mrs.,
call on Neith; 285
Cobbs, Mr.,
gossip with; 288
Cobbs, Mrs.,
visit to; 287
Collette, Lin,
role in researching Neith Boyce; -12
Collier, John; 18
fellow resident of Key West with Neith and Hutchins; 24
Collier, Lucy,
affair with Hutchins Hapgood; 18
fellow resident of Key West with Neith and Hutchins; 24
Collier, Lucy Wood,
biographical note; 317 (fn)
"Collier's Weekly" magazine,
Norman Hapgood as editor of; 150 (fn), 210 (fn)
Colonel,
southern,
Boyle family visit after diphtheria deaths; 51
description; 52
wife's heart disease; 52
colors,
of countryside, around Benabbio; 247
Columbian Exposition; 125 (fn), 129 (figure)
comparison with New York World's Fair; 127
description; 126 (fn)
Midway Plaisance; 127 (fn)
Columbus, Ohio; 54 (fn)
"Come Firenze diventato Florence",
by Giuliana A rtom Treves; 39 (fn)
"Coming to Light: American Women Poets in the Twentieth Century",
by Diane Wood Middlebrook and Marilyn Yalom, editors; 37 (fn)
"Commentaries",
by Julius Caesar, mid-teens reading of; 80
"Commercial Advertiser" newspaper; 156 (fn)
employment as reporter for; 150
Lincoln Steffens as city editor of; 154 (fn)
Neith's first newspaper job on; 10
Norman Hapgood as dramatic editor on; 150 (fn)
physical environment; 151
women who worked at; 151 (fn)
companionship,
enjoyment of, with Tessa Kelso's group; 95
competence,
as writer, on "Commercial Advertiser"; 166
competition,
for popularity among young women, at dance parties; 98
Cone, Dr. Claribel; 235 (figure)
biographical note; 234 (fn)

Cone, Etta; 235 (figure)
biographical note; 234 (fn)

Congregational church,
congregation, as source of pleasant social interactions; 113
in Los Angeles, as source of pleasant social interactions; 112

Conover, Roger L.,
editor of "The Last Lunar Baedeker" by Mina Loy; 299 (fn)

Conreya, Ethelwyne (Winnie) Wells; 115 (figure)
description; 113
as illustrator of Neith Boyce's "Songs"; 11
Neith's friendship and collaboration with, description; 113
(fn)
similarities between her parents and Neith's maternal grandparents; 114

Conrey, Nathaniel Parrish,
husband of Winnie Wells, biographical note; 117 (fn)

"Constancy",
by Neith Boyce; 305 (fn)
background of; 22
Provincetown Players production of; 36 (fn)
thatrical innovations in; 4

Constantine, Miss; 228
owner of Villa Solferino; 226

consumption,
sufferers,
Divine, Henry; 75
Smith, A de laide; 74
son of boarder in the house on Hill Street in Los Angeles; 85

"Contes Drolatiques",
by Honore Balzac, reflection of Rabelais in; 189
mid-teen reading; 96 (fn)

Contessa; 251
Janet Ross opinion of; 256
Janet Ross reasons for disliking; 252, 253
relationship with Lady Claude and Janet Ross; 248

cook,
ranch,
habits of; 69
knife-threatening episode; 70

Cook, George Cram,
Provincetown Players influence on; 5

Cooks,
See Thomas Cook & Son;

Cooper, Edith,
dates; 269 (fn)
as one half of "Michael Field"; 225 (fn)

coping mechanisms,
childhood paintings; 48

Coppotelli, A. A.,
"Selected Writings" by Filippo Tommaso Marinetti
translator; 301 (fn)

copyreader,
Neith employment as on "Commercial Advertiser"; 155

Corcoran, Francine,
role in researching Neith Boyce; -15

Corley, T. A. B.,
"Democratic Despot: A Life of Napoleon III"; 252 (fn)
correspondence; 157, 258, 264
with Buell, Miss; 293
with Hutchins Hapgood; 293
with Madre; 293
with Mary Boyce; 293
with mother, significance of; 10
of Neith Boyce and Hutchins Hapgood, value of; 2

Corsagna, Italy,
walk to, description of countryside and town; 247, 248

Cortezana, Countess,
visit to home of; 282

Costa San Giorgio,
brief history; 301 (fn)

Costelloe, Frank,
Provincetown Players production of; 36 (fn)
first husband of Mary Smith Costelloe Berenson; 206 (fn)

Costelloe, Mary Smith,
See Berenson, Mary Smith Costelloe;
countryside,
around Bagni, rain effect on appearance of; 275
near casa in Florence, word painting; 244, 245, 246
of Corsagna, word painting; 247, 248
around Florence, word painting of; 243
around Lugliano, word painting; 254

county jail in Los Angeles,
impact on Neith; 119
courtship,
See romantic relationship(s);
cousins,
father's side, visits in Los Angeles; 82

Cozzarelli, Giacomo,
at Sant'Augustino in Siena; 278

Cracroft, Miss; 261
correspondence with; 269
as intellectual of Florence in the late 19th, early 20th century; 14
piano recital at I Tatti; 211
skill in playing the piano; 220
tea at Berensons; 230

Cravan, Mina Gertrude Lowy Haweis,
See Loy, Mina;
creative nonfiction,
Neith Boyce's style; 8
cribbage; 52
crime,
See murder; stealing;

Croly, Herbert,
biographical note; 277 (fn)

Croly, Herbert David,
"The Promise of American Life"; 246 (fn)

Croby, Ernest,
as contributor to "The Arena"; 123

Cruttwell, Maud,
art historian and friend of the Berenson's, biographical
note; 214 (fn)
as intellectual of Florence in the late 19th, early 20th
century; 14
tea at Berensons; 230

cubism,
Arthur B. Davies as bridge from Hudson River School to;
158 (fn)

cultural climate,
See A Iso; art; bohemian environment;
of Berenson's at I Tatti circle; 210
in Florence, Mary Houghton's description of; 229
Greenwich Village, California Rebellion impact on; 9
of New York's Washington Square; 168
of Tessa Kels's circle; 94

Cumbo, Enrico,
"In Memoria di Guido Yule Giglioli: Commemorazione
Tenuta al Lyceum di Firenze il 5 Maggio 1939-
XVII"; 224 (fn)

Cutting, Lady Sybil; 232 (fn)
mother of Iris Origo; 232 (fn)

"Cycle" magazine; 142 (fn)
Mary Boyce's role; 9

cyclone,
impact on Neith's character and world-view; 59

Czolgosz, Leon,
asassin of William McKinley; 104 (fn)

D'Annunzio, Gabriele; 174 (fn)
biographical note; 261 (fn)
Countess Calderoni opinions about; 261
influence on Elihu Vedder; 282 (fn)
"L'Inocente", Countess Calderoni opinions about; 261
Mario Calderoni opinion of; 266

da Vinci, Leonardo,
middle childhood reading of; 72

Dale, Edith,
See Dodge, Mabel;
dancing; 257
at Casino; 266

Dankey, Ira D.; 89 (fn)

Dante Alighieri,
Poggio Gherardo as site of; 214 (fn)

Daughters of Maria; 256 (fn)

Davidson, Jo,
Mabel Dodge introduction to Hutchins Hapgood by; 292
(fun)

Davies, Arthur B.,
biographical note; 158 (fn)
drawing of Neith Boyce; 160 (figure)
Neith's relationship with; 158

Davis, Jefferson,
imprisonment of; 51 (fn)

Davis, John Parker,
biographical note; 130 (fn)
friend of Arthur B. Davies; 158
visits to Boyce home in New York; 142

de Maupassant, Guy; 146 (fn)

Deacon, Florence Baldwin,
biographical note; 256 (fn)

Deacon, Gladys,
Bernard Berenson love for; 240
biographical note; 240 (fn)
history and character; 256
as model for "Eternal Spring"; 16

Deacon West Octagon House; 60 (fn)
death,
alcohol-related,
Mary R. Divine; 125 (fn)
Richard L. Divine; 55 (fn)
of army officers during Spanish-American War, impact on
Neith's understanding of war; 179

Boyce Hapgood; 305 (fn)

chimney swallows,
impact on Neith's character and world-view; 59
Laura's death compared with that of; 171
of father, reaction to; 288

Henry Divine, impact on Neith; 75

of Hutchins Hapgood, impact on Neith's life; 25
Laura; 170

of Neith Boyce; 26
Neith's four siblings, due to diphtheria; 8, 42 (fn), 47
Pope Leo XIII, reaction of Italians to; 246
Pope Pius X; 318

from smallpox, on trip to Italy in 1914; 293

Debs, Eugene,
as contributor to "The Arena"; 123

"Decameron",
See Al Baccaccio;
Janet Ross's Poggio Gherardo as site of; 220
middle childhood reading of; 73
Poggio Gherardo as site of; 214 (fn)

Defoe, Daniel,
"Robinson Crusoe",
comparison with "The Swiss Family Robinson"; 85
middle childhood reading of; 74
Dell, Robert,
art editor in conflict with Bernard Berenson, dates; 213 (fn)
della Luccio, J.,
statues in Lucca; 248
Della Robbia,
Madonna in Lucca; 248
reliefs in San Lorenzo; 232
"Democratic Despot: A Life of Napoleon III",
by T. A. B. Corley; 252 (fn)
Denmark,
country of origin of Laura, a friend of Neith's in New York; 143
Dentler, Clara Louise,
"Famous Americans in Florence, 1400-1900"; 250 (fn)
Denver, CO,
Boyce family move to; 181
depression,
See A iso mental illness;
of Hutchins H apgood; 176 (fn)
of Mary Boyce, serious and persistent nature of; 51
of Mary Ella Smith Boyce; 68
Mary Ella Smith Boyce, recovery process; 72
"Der Konig in Thule",
Neith fondness for; 97 (fn)
desert,
as Los Angeles environment and origin; 79 (fn)
Dewey, George,
biographical note; 177 (fn)
DeWitt, Miriam H apgood; 316
account of Hutchins H apgood destruction of letters from
Arthur F. Bentley; 38 (fn)
attendance at Smith; 23
biographical note; 292 (fn)
as child of Neith Boyce and Hutchins H apgood; 203 (fn)
"Chronology from Letters"; 37 (fn), 39 (fn)
hysterics; 19
cause of; 29
quotation; 40 (fn)
impact of family conflict on; 27
interview with author; 40 (fn), 48 (fn)
Italian birth of; 16
mental illness; 19
family conflict as a cause of; 27
role in researching Neith Boyce; 12
Diaghilev,
Filippo Tommaso Marinetti relationship to; 301 (fn)
"Dialogues",
of Plato, mid-teens reading of; 84
"Diana of the Crossways",
by George Meredith,
publiication date; 253 (fn)
scandal surrounding; 253
"Diary - Italy 1903",
by Neith Boyce; 38 (fn), 39 (fn)
diary(s),
Italy, 1903; 203-290
background for; 13
Neith Boyce's style; 7
war, 1914; 291-321
Dickens, Charles,
Janet Ross' reminiscences; 253
dignity,
as characteristic of Neith's family; 82
diphtheria,
See A iso illness;
death of Neith's four siblings due to; 8, 42 (fn), 47
diseases,
See alcohol/alcoholism; consumption; diphtheria; illness;
malaria; mental illness; smallpox;
dissociation,
Iras, return of, at death of Neith's father; 288
in Neith's autobiography, See "You";
Divine, Charles,
dates; 54 (fn)
as son of Susan Smith Divine; 55 (fn)
Divine, Gertrude;
66 (figure), 121 (fn)
appearance of; 57, 90 (fn)
and behavior during Neith's visit to Ann Arbor in 1893;
125, 126
approval of Hutchins H apgood; 184
biographical note; 54 (fn)
cause of divorce from William McClellan Ritter; 184 (fn)
dates; 54 (fn)
divorce from William McClellan Ritter; 54 (fn)
marrriage of, Neith's feelings about; 169
as Neith's cousin and childhood friend; 54
divine Gertrude,
See Divine, Gertrude;
Divine, Henry,
dates; 54 (fn)
death of; 75 (fn)
Neith's relationship with; 75
as son of Susan Smith Divine; 55 (fn)
Divine, James,
dates; 54 (fn)
as son of Susan Smith Divine; 55 (fn)
Divine, Mary R. (Mame),
burial of; 259
cause of death; 125 (fn)
dates; 54 (fn)
as daughter of Susan Smith Divine; 55 (fn)
otice of death sent to Neith in Italy; 257
Divine, Richard L.,
brie description; 57
cause of death; 55 (fn)
dates; 54 (fn)
as son of Susan Smith Divine; 55 (fn)
as son-in-law of Martha Lowell Smith; 55 (fn)

Divine, Susan Smith; 63 (figure)
A nn A rbor M I household, visit to; 125
A nn A rbor, Michigan residence; 125
biographical note; 54 (fn)
as sister of Mary Ella Smith Boyce; 57
son, See Divine, Henry;
divorce,
See A Iso marriage; personal relationship(s); romantic relationship(s); of Aunt Beatrice, attitude towards; 47
of Gertrude Divine from William McClellan Ritter; 54 (fn), 184 (fn)
of Henry Harrison Boyce from first wife; 8 (fn), 36 (fn), 44 (fn)
Neith attesting to in 1911; 83 (fn)
of Mabel and Edwin Sherrill Dodge; 298 (fn)
Neith’s attitude towards; 18
of Norman and Emily Hapgood, Neith’s attitude towards; 18

Dobbs Ferry, NY, Neith and Hutchins residence; 18

Dodge, Edwin Sherrill, divorce from Mabel Dodge; 298 (fn)
as husband of Mabel Dodge; 291 (fn)
Villa Curonia bought by in 1905; 293 (fn)

Dodge, Janet, gossip about; 288

Dodge, Mabel, arrival at Vallombrosa; 302
behavior during the crisis, at outbreak of W.W.I; 310
Carl Van Vechten and; 298 (fn), 313
conflict with Marguerite Michel and Margherita Petti; 304 (fn)
deterioration in appearance of; 317
financial aid from Charles Eyre; 311
Frances Simpson Stevens relationship with; 301 (fn)
as friendship with Neith Boyce and Hutchins Hapgood, brief history; 292 (fn)
Gertrude Stein and; 298 (fn)
Gertrude Stein’s attitude towards; 309
illness of; 318 (fn)
"Intimate Memories"; 292 (fn)
modernism movement role; 4
as Neith Boyce’s traveling companion in 1914; 291 (fn)
trip to Italy with; 19
relationship with Neith and Hutchins; 18
romantic relationship with Hutchins Hapgood; 38 (fn)
with son, John Evans; 294 (figure)
tensions with Bernard Berenson; 292 (fn)
trip to Italy with; 19
understanding of importance of W. W. I onset; 20
visit to a Christian Science practitioner; 313
dogs,
See A Iso animals;
Peeny the dachshund, owned by Emma Eames; 205 (fn)
sleeping with, during visit to Ann Arbor in 1893; 125
doll scissors,
making from; 54

Domodossala, Italy, impact of W.W.I outbreak on; 303

Donatello,
bust in Chapel of San Lorenzo; 232
in Medici chapel in Florence; 315
statues in the Bargello; 234

Donato di Niccolò di Betto Bardi,
See Donatello;

Doney family,
Villa Curonia now owned by; 293 (fn)

Dos Passos, John,
as fellow resident of Key West with Neith and Hutchins; 24

Dostoyevsky, Fyodor,
Araham Cahan’s opinion; 156

Doughty, Charles Montague,
biographical note; 189 (fn)
“Travels in Arabia Deserta”; 189 (fn)
value of, to Neith; 189
dreams,
Fate’s appearance in; 48

Dublin Review magazine,
A. Igar Thorold as editor of; 216 (fn)

Duccio di Buoninsegna,
at Belle Arte in Siena; 276
at Siena’s Opera del Duomo; 277

Duchamp, Marcel,
as “Blind Man” magazine editor; 301 (fn)
Frances Simpson Stevens role; 301 (fn)

Duchess di Urbino,
portraits of, in Uffizi gallery, descriptions; 236

Duff Gordon, Caroline (Lina), See Waterfield, Lina Duff Gordon;

Duff Gordon, Lady Lucie,
during the Chartist riots, Janet Ross reminiscences; 252
“Letters from Egypt”; 14 (fn), 218 (fn)
“Letters from the Cape”; 218 (fn)

Duffield, Pitts,
biographical note; 203 (fn)
correspondence with; 259, 264, 269
by Hutchins Hapgood; 258
Neith correspondence at Bagni di Lucca; 246 (fn), 251
as publisher of Boyce’s first novel; 177 (fn)

Duke of Marlborough,
Gladys Deacon marriage to; 240 (fn)

Dunbar, Olivia,
marriage to Ridgely Torrence; 157 (fn)

Dunn, Nellie M. Briggs, character and appearance of; 118
"Eternal Spring", by Neith Boyce, background of; 16

Estonia, Kurland, Villa Curonia named for; 293 (fn)

etiquette, at dance parties for young people; 97

Etruscan Apennines, Vallombrosa location in; 302

Eugenie de Montijo, Princess, exile at Chislehurst, England; 252 (fn)

Eutaw Place, description; 51

"Evon Harrington", by George Meredith, Janet Ross as model for Rose; 14, 253 publication date; 253

Evans, John, continued illness of; 310

Evans, John Ganson, biographical note; 305 (fn)
impact of oppressive emotional climate of Villa Curonia on; 298
as Neith’s traveling companion; 291 (fn)
as son of Mabel Dodge; 294 (figure)

Evans, Karl, as father of John Ganson Evans; 305 (fn)

Evans, Mabel Ganson, See Dodge, Mabel;

Everett, Patricia R., "A History of Having a Great Many Times Not Continued to Be Friends: The Correspondence between Mabel Dodge and Gertrude Stein, 1911-1934"; 225 (fn), 231 (fn)

Everett Smith; 63 (figure)

Exclusion Act, of 1896; 80 (fn)

Expatriate Set, Mina Loy involvement with; 299 (fn)

Eyre, Charles, biographical note; 311 (fn)
financial aid to Mabel Dodge by; 313

Fafnir, as nickname for Hutchins Hapgood, origin of; 210 (fn)
fairy tales, Neith's early reading of; 46

Falk, Miss, owner of Villa Sotferino; 226

family, bond, characteristics of and contrast with other relationships; 171
as source of Neith's work in Key West; 24
emotional distance from, at time of move to New York; 139
return of feeling for; 157
of Susan Smith Divine, description; 55
"Famous Americans in Florence, 1400-1900", by Clara Louise Dentler; 250 (fn)
"Farmhouses and Small Provincial Buildings in Southern Italy", by Katherine and Marian Osgood Hooker; 211 (fn)

Farnese Hercules; 206
fascism, Futurism relationship to; 301 (fn)
fashion, silk, desire for; 100

Fate,
See Also character of Neith Boyce; religion;
appearance in,
hunting accident, impact on Will Dunn; 120
loss of both Winnie and Will; 121
impersonal malevolence of,
factor in development of touch-me-not attitude as adolescent; 101
impact on Neith's character and worldview; 48, 73
justice vs.; 176
Laura's rescue from; 149
Laura's suicide, impact on Neith's character and worldview; 170

father,
relationship with, rescue from runaway horse; 81

Father Sanchez, deathdate; 105 (fn)

"Faust", by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, quotation from; 264 (fn)

Faust, Alfred Luke, role in researching Neith Boyce; -12

Faust, Beatrix Hapgood, biographical note; 292 (fn)
birth of; 18
as child of Neith Boyce and Hutchins Hapgood; 203 (fn)
daughter, See, Souza, Neith Boyce;
impact of oppressive emotional climate of Villa Curonia on; 299
interview with author; 40 (fn)
as Neith's traveling companion; 291 (fn)
role in researching Neith Boyce; -12

Faversham, William; 173
fawn, See Also animals;
as gift of Neith's father; 44
fears,
of being stranded, due to World War I; 306, 307
of marriage, during courtship by Hutchins Hapgood; 177

Featherstone, Donald F.,
"Captain Carey's Blunder: The Death of the Prince Imperial"; 252 (fn)

feminism,
modernism movement relationship to; 3

Fenollosa, Ernest,
bibliographical note; 124 (fn)
"Fenollosa: The Far East and American Culture"; 37 (fn)
Mary Boyce's relationship with; 9 (fn)
"Fenollosa: The Far East and American Culture",
by Lawrence W. Chisolm; 37 (fn)

Fenway Court,
as residence of Isabella Stewart Gardner; 138 (fn)

Ferdinand, Archduke Franz,
aspiration of, World War I impact; 298 (fn)

Ferrari, G. C.,
as Italian translator of William James; 265 (fn)

Festival of Roses,
Flower Festival Society relationship to; 89 (fn)

Field, Michael,
character and attitudes; 225
pseudonym of Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper; 225
(fn)

Fielding, Henry,
"A melia", given to Neith by Gertrude Stein; 250
middle childhood reading of; 74

Fiesole, Italy,
brief description; 232 (fn)
intellectual circles in; 14
visit to; 232

Fiesta San Giovanni,
in Florence; 233

Finland,
Kalevala epic, middle childhood reading of; 72

"First Free International Futurist Exhibition",
Frances Simpson Stevens role; 301 (fn)

fish,
See Also animals;
tormenting of; 58

Fiske, Daniel Willard,
Dante and Petrarch scholar, bibliographical note; 219 (fn)

Flatiron Building; 140 (fn)

Flaubert, Gustave,
Mario Calderoni opinion of; 266

fleas,
See Also insects;
in ship cabins on 1914 trip to Italy; 292

Flint, R. W.,
"Selected Writings" by Filippo Tommaso Marinetti
translator; 301 (fn)

Florence, Italy,
as utopian socialist teacher of Albert Brisbane; 123 (fn)
Fowler, A. lastair,  
editor of "Paradise Lost" by John Milton; 302 (fn)
Fox, Duffield and Company publishers,  
of Neith Boyce's "The Forerunner"; 220 (fn)
"Fra",  
as nickname for Elbert Hubbard; 123
Fra Angelica,  
viewing at the Uffizi gallery; 227
"Fragments from an Unwritten Autobiography",  
by Carl Van Vechten, publication history; 36 (fn)
France,  
Neith Boyce's travels to; 3
France, Anatoile,  
Theophile-Alexandre Steinlen illustrations in books of; 146 (fn)
Frazer, Winifred L.,  
"Mabel Dodge Luhan"; 298 (fn)
free verse,  
Mina Loy as an inventor of; 4
freedom,  
free love,  
espousal of by Miss Grace; 236
Neith and Hutchesin yielded discussion of; 240
free speech, I Tatti embodiment of; 225
Neith experience of, at LA fruit ranch; 67
of physical activities, lack of, during Hill Street period; 90
Freeman, Mary E.,  
biographical note; 187 (fn)
as exemplar of artist as observer; 187
Fremont, John; 105 (fn)
French, Lemon and Co. bank,  
expatriate use of; 311 (fn)
financial aid from; 311, 313
French lessons,  
impact of; 96
Friedenwall, Miss; 211
compared with her brother; 227
dinner invitation by; 232
Friedenwall, Mr.,  
description; 220
encounter at Villa Solferino; 226
friendships,  
See Conrey, Ethelwyne (Winnie) Wells; Dunn, Nellie M.
Briggs; Kelso, Teresa "Tessa";
Frosali,  
as head of police in Fiesole; 287 (fn)
Froude, James Anthony,  
"The History of England From the Fall of Wolsey to the
Defeat of the Spanish Armada, Volume XII -
Elizabeth", mid-teens reading of; 84
fruit,  
See Also cooking; attempts to reach Naples; 308 (fn)
fruits ranch,  
arrival of Neith and Mary Boyce; 66
environment description; 67
Fuller, Edmund,  
editor of "Journey into the Self, Being the Letters, papers
and journals of Leo Stein"; 302 (fn)
Fuller, Margaret; 175
Fussell, Paul,  
"The Great War and Modern Memory", bibliographic
note; 264 (fn)
Futurism,  
brief history; 301 (fn)
Filippo Tommaso Marinetti role; 301 (fn)
Frances Simpson Stevens role; 301 (fn)
Mina Loy role; 297 (figure inscription), 299 (fn)
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attitude towards, at outset of World War I; 307, 308
Milwaukee community, good impression on Neith; 127

"Gertrude Stein: A Biography",
by Robert A. W ilson; 38 (fn)

Ghiberti, L orenzo,
Baptistery doors in Florence; 231

Ghibezzano, I taly; 262
art and appearance of; 268
view of, during a walk; 264

Ghika, Princess G iovanna,
description of clothes and jewels; 214
sister to queen of Serbia-Yugoslavia, biographical note; 214 (fn)

Ghosts,
of Villa Curonia; 298 (fn)

Gianinni, R oberto,
as butler at I Tatti; 226
violent temper; 270

Gifts,
from Henry Harrison Boyce; 44

Giglioli, D r. G uid o; 223 (figure), 262
Bagni di Lucca residence obtained by; 237
biographical note; 222 (fn)
character and appearance of; 249
courtship problems of; 222
criticisms of English and Florentine snobbery; 273
daughter, See, Giglioli, Gigliola M altini;
invitation to concert by; 251
medical assessment of Neith; 251
meeting on arrival at Bagni di Lucca; 237
opinion about modern Italy; 267
opinions about, Italian armed forces; 273
opinions on stealing; 269

Giglioli, Gigliola Maltini; 222 (fn)
interview with author, 1985; 263 (fn)
role in researching Neith Boyce; -13

GIlbert, Sandra M.,
"No Man's Land: The Place of the Woman Writer in the Twentieth Century"; 36 (fn)

Gilman, M rs.,
residence on Governor's Island in New York Harbor; 177
(fn)

Giorgione,
Neith described as looking like a painting by; 261
"Giornale della Contessa Francesca Krasinska nel Secolo decinottavo",
by Francesca Krasinska, bibliographic note; 257 (fn)

Giotto di Bondone,
at Palazzo Pubblico in Siena; 278

Gladstone, W illiam E wart,
dates; 110 (fn)

Glaspell, Susan,
thematic innovations of; 4

Glasse l, A ndrew; 120 (fn)

Gluck, C hristoph W illibald,
skillful playing by Miss Cracroft; 211

God,
See Also Fate; religion;
James Smith vs. Neith Boyce views on; 59

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von,
"Der Konig in Thule" description; 97 (fn)
"Faust", quotation from; 264 (fn)

Goldsmith, O liv er,
"Selected Works"; 278

"Good Housekeeping" magazine,
as literary magazine that influenced national awareness of modernism; 11

Goodfriend, Joyce D.,
role in researching Neith Boyce; -11

Gossip,
as conversational topic at I Tatti; 213
fictional tales spread through; 217
Florence; 299
about Florence Blood; 215
about Frederic Herbert Trench, by Bertha Larking Jennings-Bramly; 240
by Janet Ross; 252, 253
about Dr. Axel Munthe; 239
about Edith Warton; 238
about Edward Caulfield; 239
of Janet Ross; 256
about Princess Ghika and Florence Blood; 214
about Vernon Lee; 214

Governor's Island, N Y,
army post on, summer residence of Neith; 177 (fn)

Grace, Miss,
portrait as brash young American girl; 235, 236
shopping with; 237

Granaiola, I taly; 244
view of, during a walk; 264

Grand Hotel des Thermes,
Bagni di Lucca, description of; 237

Grant, R obert,
"Unleavened Bread",
Neith's "The Forerunner" favorably compared with; 246
theme of; 246 (fn)

Grant, Ulysses S.,
dead-date; 104 (fn)
support by Henry Harrison Boyce; 104

Grape harvest,
word-painting of; 286

Greek,
gods and heroes, Neith's early reading of; 46
myths, middle childhood reading of; 73

Green, A ndrew,
described erroneously as Jack the Ripper; 217
"Green Apple",
by Neith Boyce; 42 (fn)
"Griffou Push"; 179 (fn)
Grimm, Jacob and Wilhelm,
   fairy tales,
   impact of; 84
   middle childhood reading of; 72
   Neith's early reading of; 46
growth,
   population, impact of; 41
Gubar, Susan,
   "No Man's Land: The Place of the Woman Writer in the Twentieth Century"; 36 (fn)
Guggenheim, Peggy,
   support of Frances Simpson Stevens; 301 (fn)
Guin, Christopher,
   role in researching Neith Boyce; -15
Guido Riccio di Fogliano,
   art fraud surrounding; 278 (fn)
guilt,
   as consequence of siblings' death; 47
"Gulliver's Travels",
   middle childhood reading of; 74
Gully, Mr.; 272
   bizarre dancing of; 251
   romantic relationship with Mrs. Attenborough; 274
Gunn, Peter,
   "The Actons"; 287 (fn)
Guth, Barbara,
   role in researching Neith Boyce; -15
Gwinn, Mary Mackall,
   biographical note; 250 (fn)
   Gertrude Stein description of; 250
Hadas, Beth,
   role in researching Neith Boyce; -15
Hahn, Emily,
   "Mabel: A Biography of Mabel Dodge Luhan"; 292 (fn)
   hair,
   cutting off of, delight in; 102
   first formal hairdo; 100
Hall, Ted,
   role in researching Neith Boyce; -11
Hamilton, Eliza Ann Lee; 213 (fn)
   correspondence with Hutchins Hapgood; 36 (fn)
Hamilton, Persis Margaret Lee,
   biographical note; 213 (fn)
Hampton Institute; 133 (fn)
Hanscombe, Gillian,
   "Writing for Their Lives"; 39 (fn), 299 (fn), 301 (fn)
Hapgood, Beatrix,
   See Faust, Beatrix Hapgood;
Hapgood, Boyce; 204 (figure)
   behavior during hot train ride; 237
   as child of Neith Boyce and Hutchins Hapgood, dates; 203 (fn)
   death; 305 (fn)
   difficulties and death of; 22
   during crisis, at outbreak of W.W.I; 310
   excitement at new toys; 262
   impact of oppressive emotional climate of Villa Curonia on; 298
   Janet Ross nasty attitude towards; 222
   as Neith's traveling companion; 291 (fn)
   trip to Italy as two-year old; 13
   walking with; 263
Hapgood, Charles Hutchins,
   biographical note; 183 (fn)
   dates; 176 (fn)
   as father of Hutchins Hapgood; 183 (fn)
   Neith Boyce opinion of; 183
Hapgood, Charles Hutchins II,
   attendance at Harvard; 23
   as child of Neith Boyce and Hutchins Hapgood; 203 (fn)
   Neith Boyce pregnancy with, during 1903 trip to Italy; 271 (fn)
   placing of Mary Boyce's ashes in coffin with Neith; 26
   son, See, Hapgood, Fred;
Hapgood, David,
   role in researching Neith Boyce; -12
Hapgood, Eleanor Page,
   biographical note; 242 (fn)
Hapgood, Elizabeth,
   role in researching Neith Boyce; -12
Hapgood, Emilie Bigelow,
   biographical note; 182 (fn), 313 (fn)
   Neith Boyce description of; 182 (fn)
   Neith correspondence at Bagni di Lucca; 246 (fn)
   nervous breakdown of; 210 (fn)
   opinion of Mary and Bernard Berenson; 210 (fn)
Hapgood Family Papers,
   Neith Boyce Souza as executor of; -12
Hapgood, Fanny Louise Powers,
   correspondence with Hutchins Hapgood; 216 (fn)
   as mother of Hutchins Hapgood; 183 (fn)
   Neith Boyce opinion of; 183
   as wife of Charles H. Hapgood; 183 (fn)
Hapgood, Fanny Powers,
   correspondence with Hutchins Hapgood; 36 (fn)
Hapgood, Fred,
   role in researching Neith Boyce; -12
   as son of Charles H. Hapgood II; -12
Hapgood, Hutchins;
   173 (figure)
   attitude towards life, impact on Neith Boyce of; 185
   attitudes towards life, fundamental differences between Neith and Hutchins; 187
   autobiography, Neith assistance in writing; 25
background and courtship of Neith Boyce; 12
biographical note; 172 (fn)
course laughter of, in response to May Morris' comments; 212
corruption of righteousness; 185, 188
current reputation on; 1
depression; 176 (fn)
description,
appearance; 172
personality; 175
destructive impact on Neith's ability to work; 190
extramarital affairs, impact on marriage and on Neith's writing; 16
Hapgood, Hutchins,
"Griffou Push" group membership and activities; 179
Hapgood, Hutchins,
See Also romantic relationship(s); introduction of Neith Boyce to; 172
mannhood roles exemplified by; 12
moral sense; 185
portrayal in "The Forerunner"; 14
publications,
"A Victorian in the Modern World"; 25, 37 (fn), 38 (fn), 39 (fn), 40 (fn), 270 (fn), 305 (fn)
"M arionette"; 242 (fn)
"The Autobiography of a Thief"; 242 (fn)
"The Story of a Singing Soubrette"; 242 (fn)
publications referenced,
"A Victorian in the Modern World"; 38 (fn)
"A An Anarchist Woman"; 38 (fn)
"A utobiography of a Thief"; 38 (fn)
"Paul Jones"; 37 (fn)
"The Spirit of Labor"; 38 (fn)
"The Spirit of the Ghetto"; 38 (fn)
"The Story of a Lover"; 38 (fn)
"Types from City Streets"; 38 (fn)
qualities admired by Neith in; 186
relationship,
with Bernard Berenson; 210 (fn)
with Mark Twain; 250 (fn)
research at Medici Fortress; 262 (fn)
self-evaluation of; 176
stubbornness; 185, 188
"The Story of a Lover"; 16, 17, 38
background and suppression of; 23
writing,
critics' opinions of his book; 229
publishing successes; 246
skill development; 174
zest for life in; 197
Hapgood, Lydia Seaver Wilson,
correspondence with Hutchins Hapgood; 36 (fn)
Hapgood, Miriam,
See Dewitt, Miriam Hapgood;
Hapgood, Neith Boyce,
See Boyce, Neith;
Hapgood, Norman; 152 (figure)
biographical note; 150 (fn), 210 (fn)
dughter, See, Hapgood, Elizabeth;
divorce, Neith's attitude towards; 18
as husband of Emilie Bigelow Hapgood; 182 (fn)
as husband to Emilie Bigelow Hapgood; 313 (fn)
Neith correspondence at Bagni di Lucca; 251
opinion of Mary and Bernard Berenson; 210 (fn)
relationship with Bernard Berenson; 210 (fn)
son, See, Hapgood, David;
Hapgood papers,
bibliographic references; 298 (fn)
bibliographical references; 301 (fn)
Hapgood Papers,
meaning of abbreviation; 36 (fn)
Hapgood, Ruth,
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of Bernard Berenson; 233
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Neith,
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tall tale about Andrew Green as; 217
Jackson, Helen Fiske,
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Japan,
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Jaures, Jean,
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"Journey into the Self, Being the Letters, papers and
Journals of Leo Stein",
by Leo Stein; 302 (fn)
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Neith experience of,
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Lassen, Eduard, Neith's fondness for; 97
Laura, assessment of Neith's character by; 149
attitude towards romantic relationships; 146
Danish woman who became a friend of Neith's; 143
employment problems of; 147
Henry Boyce's attitude toward; 145
interaction with; 163
suicide, impact on Neith's character and world-view; 170
suicide threat of; 149
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irrepressible character of; 157
Mansfield, Richard; 174
Marcaccio, Michael,
"The Hapgoods: Three Earnest Brothers"; 242 (fn)
"The Hapgoods: Three Earnest Brothers"; 38 (fn)
Mardrus, Joseph Charles,
biographical note; 189 (fn)
value of, to Neith; 189
Mariani,
at Cathedral in Siena; 279
Mariano, Nicky,
at Fonteguista in Siena; 278
protection by Marchese Serlupi during World War II; 216 (fn)
"The Berenson Archives: A n Inventory of Correspondence";
287 (fn), 307 (fn)
Marinetti, Filippo Tommaso; 299 (figure)
attitude towards Italy; 309
biographical note; 301 (fn)
political role in World War I; 21
report on wartime Paris; 317
"Selected Writings"; 301 (fn)
Marinoff, Fania; 296 (figure)
biographical note; 315 (fn)
"Marionette",
by Hutchins Hapgood; 242 (fn)
"Marquis of Lossie",
by George Macdonald, mid-teens reading of; 84
marriage; 13
See Aslo divorce; personal relationship(s); romantic
relationship(s);
analysis of Neith Boyce's philosophy and experience of; 26
as conclusion to "A autobiography"; 13
conflicts seen in "A autobiography"; 13
correspondence between Neith and Hutchins value for
understanding; 2
as danger to career, in Josephine Redding's view; 180
difficulties in, impact on writing; 16
escape clause,
importance to Neith; 186
Neith's fantasies of running off to Japan; 196
Neith's quote about; 38 (fn)
fears of, during courtship by Hutchins Hapgood; 177
of Gertrude Divine, Neith's feelings about; 169
issues in, as themes for Neith Boyce's writing; 6
joys of not being; 188
Neith Boyce's attitude towards; 170
as a young woman in Los Angeles; 114
Neith Boyce's portrayal of; 2
non-appeal of, to Neith; 189
philosophy of Varietism impact on; 15
preparations for, of Neith and Hutchins Hapgood; 194
problems with, in 1914; 20
Susan Smith Divine's attitude; 184
Tessa Kelso advice on; 184
as theme in Neith Boyce's writing; 6, 7
wedding ceremony; 200
Martini, Simone,
art fraud surrounding; 278 (fn)
at Palazzo Pubblico in Siena; 277
"Mary Austin: Songs of a Maverick",
by Esther Lanigan Stineman; 272 (fn)
"Mary Schweidler, the Amber Witch",
by Wilhelm Meinhold, translated by Lucie Duff Gordon;
249
Maryland,
Neith Boyce's travels to; 3
visit by Boyce family after diphtheria deaths; 51
mathematics,
enjoyment of; 80
Mauri, Marchese di,
dinner party companions; 264
physical description; 251
Maxwell's Directory,
Boyce information in; 74 (fn)
May,
See Divine, Gertrude;
May, Henry F.; 39 (fn)
Greenwich Village, impact of Los Angeles culture on; 9
literary magazines that influenced national awareness of
modernism; 11
"The End of American Innocence: A Study of the First
Years of Our Own Time, 1912-1915"; 37 (fn)
Mazzini, Giuseppe,
Italian patriot and companion of Guido Giglioli's
grandfather; 224 (fn)
"McClure's Magazine",
Lincoln Steffens as managing editor of; 154 (fn)
as literary magazine that influenced national awareness of
modernism; 11
McDugal, Dennis,
"Privileged Son: Otis Chandler and the Rise and Fall of
the L.A. Times Dynasty"; 83 (fn)
McKinley, William,
biographical note; 104 (fn)
support by Henry Harrison Boyce; 104
McMahon, Miss,
appearance of; 258, 266
opinion about; 261
McMahon, Mrs.,
appearance of; 258
opinion about; 261
Meagan, Josephine,
as woman working at Commercial Advertiser; 151
Medici family,
Villa Curonia built for; 293 (fn)
Medici Fortress,
at Volterra, Hutchins Hapgood research at; 262 (fn)
Meinhold, Wilhelm,
"Mary Schweidler, the Amber Witch", translated by Lucie Duff Gordon; 249

Meiss, Millard,
"Painting in Florence and Siena after the Black Death: The Arts, Religion, and Society in the Mid-Fourteenth Century"; 280 (fn)

Memmi, Lippo,
at Sant’Augustino in Siena; 278
at Servi di Maria in Siena; 278

"Memoirs of an Aesthete", by Harold Acton; 287 (fn), 305 (fn)

memories,
See Also character of Neith Boyce; influences on Neith Boyce;
good,
blooming orange trees sight and smell; 52
bright world of the LA fruit ranch; 67
childhood and early youth reading; 84
emotional climate of Milwaukee home; 46
intense smell of peaches; 127
horrible or traumatic,
Aunt Beatrice undressing; 46
ball lightning; 54
death of four siblings from diphtheria; 47
due to fears being stranded in Italy due to World War I; 307
interception of letter by parents; 90
suicide of nameless man; 50

men in Neith Boyce's life,
See personal relationship(s), with men; social interactions, with men; under specific names;

mental illness,
See Also alcohol/alcoholism; dissociation; health; illness; depression,
of Hutchins Hapgood; 176 (fn)
of Mary Boyce; 68
of Mary Boyce, recovery process; 72
of Mary Boyce, serious and persistent nature of; 51
of Gladys Deacon's father; 256
hysterics,
of Miriam Hapgood DeWitt; 19
of Miriam Hapgood DeWitt, cause of; 27
of Miriam Hapgood DeWitt, quotation; 40 (fn)
as idea component for a novel; 255
of Mark Walrod Harrington; 62 (fn)
nervous breakdown of Neith; 17
schizophrenia, Helen Faith Boyce struggles with; 156 (fn)

Meredith, George,
dates; 253 (fn)
"Diana of the Crossways", scandal surrounding; 253
"Evan Harrington", Janet Ross as model for Rose; 14, 253
publication date; 253

Janet Ross' reminiscences; 253
"One of Our Conquerors", given to Neith by Gertrude Stein; 250

Merezhkovsky, Dmitry Sergeyevich,

meriendas,
description; 105 (fn)

Metropolitan Museum of Art; 167 (fn)

Mexican War,
brief description; 105 (fn)

Mexico/Mexican,
as nationality working on the fruit ranch; 67
workers,
description; 70
intervention in stable confrontation; 70

Michel, Marguerite,
biographical note; 304 (fn)

Michel, Marguerite,
biographical note; 298 (fn)

Michelangelo Buonarroti,
medallion in Belle Arte; 234
statues in Sacristy of San Lorenzo; 232

middle west,
visit by Boyce family after diphtheria deaths; 52

Middlebrook, Diane Wood,
"Coming to Light: American Women Poets in the Twentieth Century"; 37 (fn)

Milan, value of, to Neith; 189

Milton, John,
"Paradise Lost", lines about Vallombrosa; 302 (fn)

Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Neith's home in 1880; 8, 41

Mimi,
as nickname for Bernard Berenson; origin of; 210 (fn)

mining,
as Henry Harrison Boyce's occupation after real estate failure; 112

misogyny,
of Schopenhauer; 187

Mission of San Gabriel; 105 (fn)

Mitchell, Guy H.,
biographical reference; 305 (fn)

Mitchell, Henry Milner,
hunting accident description; 120 (fn)

Mitchell, Hortense,
marrige to Arthur Acton; 287 (fn)

Mitchell, Susan Glassell; 120 (fn)
modern tastes,
Guido Giglioli opinion about modern Italy; 267 ugliness of,
in Bagni di Lucca residence; 237 historic beauty contrasted with; 221 in New York World's Fair buildings; 127
modernism movement,
brief history; 39 (fn) internationalism in; 3 Neith Boyce role in; 1, 3 philosophy and values of; 5 role of theme as well as style in; 4
money,
appearance of, in 1880s; 88 availability of, impact of first news of World War I on; 302 banks, impact of first news of World War I on; 302 Cooks refusal to honor letters of credit or checks, at outbreak of W.W.I; 310 cost of armed forces maintenance, Italian issues; 274 difficulties with, due to World War I; 309 fears about, due to World War I; 306, 307 financial aid from Charles Eyre; 311 Henry Boyce's disgrace in Los Angeles; 9 (fn) as issue during courtship, of Neith and Hutchins; 186 Neith donation of earnings to family; 180 for passage home from Italy, at outbreak of W.W.I; 311 (fn) real estate boom, of Los Angeles in late 1880s; 109
Monte Fiorito, Italy,
Hutch Hapgood 20-mile walk up and back; 251 view of, during a walk; 264
Moody, Dwight L.; 89 (fn) moonlight; 257 impact on landscape; 254 Moran, Gordon,
art fraud exposure by; 278 (fn) Morghen, Raphael,
biographical note; 88 (fn) Morris, May,
dates; 211 (fn) physical description; 211 physical description and brief history; 212 Morris, William,
biographical note; 211 (fn) Mosher, Thomas,
"Bibelot", modernism movement role of; 11 Mosul,
evacuation of by Henry Layard and Henry Ross; 218 (fn) "Mother of Women's Basketball"; 306 (figure) Mott, Frank Luther,
Mount Vernon, N.Y.,
Boyce family move from NYC to in 1896; 145 (fn) "Movers and Shakers: American Women Thinkers and Activists", by June Sochen; 36 (fn)
"Mr. Clemens and Mark Twain, a Biography", by Justin Kaplan; 250 (fn) Mr. Terapin; 131 (fn) muckraking,
"The Arena" magazine role; 123 Muir, John,
Marian Osgood Hooker as friend of; 211 (fn) Munthe, Dr. Axel,
biographical note; 239 (fn) Janet Ross gossip about; 239 murder,
of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, World War I impact; 298 (fn) assassination of Jean Jaures; 303 attitude of Italian warden towards; 263 in bombing of L.A. "Times" building, cause of; 108 by drawing teacher's son, in Los Angeles; 80 limitations of woman reporting on; 154 massacre of Chinese in Los Angeles, in 1871; 80 (fn) Museo Horne; 213 (fn) Museum,
at Naples; 206 music,
See Bach; concert at Casino; 251 lessons, humiliations resulting from; 96 performances, at I Tatti villa; 211 violin, Neith's attempts to play; 114 Mussolini,
Filippo Tommaso Marinetti support of; 301 (fn) musume,
Japanese custom observed by Hutchins Hapgood while in Japan; 270

Naples, Italy,
arrival at, on 1903 trip to Italy; 205 experiences in; 206 experiences in, on the eve of departure from Italy; 319 Napoleon III,
See Eugenie, Princess; Louis Napoleon; napping,
practice of Henry Harrison Boyce, during Hill Street period; 88 National Guard of California,
Henry Harrison Boyce commission in; 42 (fn) National Weather Service,
Neith Boyce Index Full-June 26, 2003

Mark Walrod Harrington as first civilian director of; 62
(Fn)

Neave, Lady; 251
dinner party companions; 264

Neave, Sir Thomas,
at Casino; 266
dinner party companions; 264
tennis playing; 251

Negroni, Count,
drink invented by; 316 (Fn)

Neith,
as Egyptian goddess; 42 (Fn)

Nevinson, C. R. W. Henry,
Vorticist movement role; 301 (Fn)

New American Theatre movement,
innovations of; 5
Neith Boyce's role; 4

"New Cycle" magazine,
Mary Boyce's role; 9

New Hampshire,
Neith Boyce's travels to; 3
as retreat for Neith; 23

New Mexico,
Neith Boyce's travels to; 3

New Stagecraft movement,
innovations of; 5

New York,
area around Washington Square; 168
arrival in; 140
conditions, as potential source for novel; 261
emotional and cultural climate; 165
environment description; 140
love of; 151
Neith Boyce's travels to; 3

"New York Journal" newspaper,
Marie Manning work on; 157 (Fn)

New York Public Library; 142 (Fn)

New York "World" newspaper,
Olivia Dunbar work on; 157 (Fn)

newspaper(s),
Boston "Traveler"; 122
"Commercial Advertiser"; 150 (Fn), 151 (Fn), 156 (Fn)
Lincoln Steffens role; 154 (Fn)
editors, See,
Cahan, Abraham;
Caulfield, Edward;
Hapgood, Norman;
Steffens, Lincoln;
Wright, Henry J.;

English-language newspaper in Florence, Edward Caulfield; 216 (Fn)

Henry Harrison Boyce and Harrison Gray Otis conflict; 103
"Jewish Daily Forward"; 156 (Fn)
"New York Journal"; 157 (Fn)

New York "World"; 157 (Fn)
"Post"; 151 (Fn)
reporter, Neith Boyce's limitations as; 155

Nimrud,
excavation of by Henry Layard and Henry Ross; 218 (Fn)

"No Man's Land: The Place of the Woman Writer in the Twentieth Century",
by Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar; 36 (Fn)

Nobbes, Etta (Gussie) August Burgess,
Etta Nobbes relationship with; 312 (Fn)

Nobel Prize,
of Gerhart Hauptmann; 175 (Fn)

"Noel",
by Neith Boyce; 37 (Fn)

Norse legends,
middle childhood reading of; 73
novel,
first, acceptance for publication; 220

novelists,
Edith Warton, biographical note; 238 (Fn)

O'Neill, Agnes,
conditions, as potential source for novel; 261
as fellow resident of Key West with Neith and Hutchins; 24

O'Neill, Eugene,
Neith Boyce's influence on; 4

observer,
See Also aesthetics, Bernard Berenson; isolation;
characteristics of; 163
Neith Boyce as,
conflicts with Hutchins Hapgood over; 187
enjoyment of role of; 99
as Neith Boyce's style "A autobiography"; 8
Neith Boyce's tone in her writing; 2

Octagon House; 60 (Fn)

"Od e to a Nightingale",
by John Keats; 159 (Fn)

"Odyssey",
by Homer, middle childhood reading of; 73
middle childhood reading of; 73

of Neith Boyce,
pregnancy, with Charles Hutc hins Hapgood II; 271

Ohio,
Columbus; 54 (Fn)

Ohmann, Richard,
"Magazine Culture, ca. 1900"; 37 (Fn)
ollas, as drinking water containers, description; 67 (fn)
Omar Khayyam; 175
aspects liked by Neith; 114
as poet enjoyed by both Neith and Winnie Wells; 113
"Once Aboard the Lugger, San Guglielmo: An Account of a Flight from Italy in War Time", by Carl Van Vechten; 298 (fn), 299 (fn), 305 (fn), 320 (fn)
"One of Our Conquerors", by George Meredith, given to Neith by Gertrude Stein; 250
opera, Emma Eames, as shipboard companion on 1903 trip to Italy; 205
Opera del Duomo, at Siena, Duccio's "Majestas"; 277
Opp, Julie; 174
Oppenheim, Dr., Boyce-Hapgood family physician; 226 (fn)
letter from; 242
Opper, Frederick Burr, influence of Farnese Hercules on; 206
oranges, trees, scent of; 52
oranges, as gift of Neith's father; 44
Oratory of San Bernardino, See San Francesco, Oratory in Siena;
Orchio villa, as Hapgood residence; 316
Origo, Marchesa Iris; 232 (fn)
"A Need to Testify: Portraits of Lauro de Bosis, Ruth Draper, Gaetano Salvemini, Ignazio Silone and an Essay on Biography"; 215 (fn)
role in researching Neith Boyce; -13
Ostriker, Alicia, Neith Boyce's influence on modernist poetry; 11
"The Thieves of Language: Women Poets and Revisionist Mythmaking"; 37 (fn)
"Otherworld", impact on view of sex and its dangers; 102
"Otis and His Times: The Career of Harrison Gray Otis of Los Angeles", by Richard Connelly Miller; 37 (fn), 103 (fn)
Otis, Col. Harrison Gray, as business partner of Henry Boyce; 78 (fn)
as Civil War veteran; 103 (fn)
"Otis and His Times: The Career of Harrison Gray Otis of Los Angeles"; 37 (fn)
Ouida, feud with Janet Ross; 218 (fn)
outsider, growing awareness of being; 95
Owen, Thomas, role in researching Neith Boyce; -14
owls, Boyce Hapgood bringing home from Italy; 318
Oxford University, aspects liked by Neith; 114
Balliol College, Alexander Ross attendance; 218 (fn)
Ozieblo, Barbara, Provincetown Players history examination by; 4
padre, See Hapgood, Charles Hutchins;
Paget, Violet, See Lee, Vernon;
"Painting in Florence and Siena after the Black Death: The Arts, Religion, and Society in the Mid-Fourteenth Century", by Millard Meiss; 280 (fn)
paintings, childhood; 48
Palazzo Pubblico, in Siena; 277, 279
Palfy, Dorothy, Florence Deacon as mother of; 256 (fn)
Papa Sarto, See Pope Pius X;
Papa Fava, Count Francesco, philosopher, economist, and historian, biographical note; 215 (fn)
Papini, Giovanni, affair with Mina Loy; 300 (fn)
biographical note; 301 (fn)
"Il crepuscolo dei filosofi"; 301 (fn)
"Paradise Lost", by John Milton, lines about Vallombrosa; 302 (fn)
parents, differences between Neith and, growing awareness of; 96 feelings of Neith for; 96
of Neith Boyce, See, Boyce, Henry Harrison; Boyce, Mary Ella Smith;
Paris Exposition, exhibition in Los Angeles; 89 (fn)
Paris, France, leaving Florence for; 288
parties, for young people, description and social interactions at; 97
"Parturition", by Mina Loy, Neith Boyce opinion of; 21
Pasha, Khedive Said, Inge Hassan as wife of; 240 (fn)
Pater, Walter, biographical note; 227 (fn)
patriotism; 308
Patroclus,
Janet Ross as model for fresco of; 218 (fn)

"Paul Jones",
by Hutchins Hapgood; 37 (fn)

Payne, Mrs.; 282

peaches,
intense smell of, as delight; 127

Pecco, Vincenzo Gioacchino,
See Pope Leo XIII;

Penguio,
at Sant'Angostino in Siena; 278

Pensione Fioravanti,
stay at; 283

people,
enjoyment of impersonal crowds, in New York; 168

people descriptions,
See Aiso personal relationship(s); romantic relationship(s); social interactions;
Abraham Cahan; 156
Arthur B. Davies; 159
Benjamin Orange Flower; 122
boarders in the house on Hill Street in Los Angeles; 85
in Corsagna; 247
Ernest Fenollosa; 124
Gertrude Divine; 126
Laura, Neith's Danish friend; 144
Lincoln Steffens; 154
Marie Manning; 157, 158
Mario Calderoni; 265
men,
Italian sculptor in Washington, D. C.; 136
Major at Hill Street; 85
Major at Hill Street, courtship of elegant widow; 86
"Santa Claus" at Hill Street, courtship of elegant widow; 86
nationalities working on the fruit ranch; 67
nighttime train journey; 130
paternal cousins, visits in Los Angeles; 82
snobbery,
Beacon Hill matron; 130
Janet Ross; 253
tablemates on 1903 trip to Italy; 203
types of people Neith liked and disliked; 133
women,
attractive women in late 1880s Los Angeles; 92
daughters of Major at Hill Street; 85
elegant widow at Hill Street; 85
Flora, a boarder at Hill Street; 86
plain widow at Hill Street; 86

people relationships,
See personal relationships; social interaction;

Perkins, Frederick Mason,
biographical note; 225 (fn)
description of; 281

Perkins, Lucy; 282
biographical note; 225 (fn)
description of and opinions about Florence; 280, 281
permissions,
publishation of Boyce and Hapgood citations; 36 (fn)

Perry, Ralph Barton,
marrriage to Rachel Berenson; 301 (fn)

personal relationship(s),
See Aiso divorce; isolation; marriage; romantic relationship(s); social interactions;
American girl and an Englishman, negative aspects of; 141, 142
with Arthur B. Davies; 158, 159, 162
disruption of; 162
with Bernard Berenson, mutual admiration; 224
among boarders in the house on Hill Street in Los Angeles; 85
Congregational church congregation, as source of pleasant social interactions; 113
Dr. Guido Giglioli and Janet Ross; 248, 250
examination of, in modernism movement; 5
with father,
emotional distance; 139
growing differences about people; 145
growing up; 99
his attitude towards women who smoke; 95
his disapproval of her cutting off of hair; 102
intercepted letter episode; 90
Neith's admiration for character of; 102
Neith's admiration for unworldly character of; 104
Neith's emotion at a Grand Army reunion; 96
Neith's rescue from runaway horse; 81
reaction to his death; 288
visible emotions at Neith's wedding; 201
of father and mother; 83

Gertrude Stein and Hutchins Hapgood; 4
Gertrude Stein and Mina Loy; 299 (fn)
Giovanni Papini and Filippo Tommaso Marinetti; 301 (fn)
Hutchins Hapgood and Leslie Hopkinson; 270
of Janet Ross and her family; 218
with Lincoln Steffens; 166

Mabel Dodge,
Carl Van Vechten and; 298 (fn)
Frances Simpson Stevens and; 301 (fn)
Gertrude Stein and; 298 (fn), 309
John Reed and; 305 (fn)
Mina Loy and; 299, 299 (fn)

Mark Twain, Janet Ross, Hutchins Hapgood, and Gertrude Stein; 250 (fn)

Mark V. and Rose Smith Harrington; 136, 137
with Mark Walrod Harrington; 62
of Mary and Bernard Berenson; 210
Mary's account and her feelings about it; 239
with men,
dislike of Helen Boyce's doctor; 156  
enjoyment of lighthearted medical student; 101  
grim business associate of Neith's father; 119  
Neith enjoyment of working with men; 155  
Neith's attraction to gentle intellectuals; 114  
preference for work isolation; 166  
See A Iso romantic relationship(s); 10  
taciturn young rider in Los Angeles; 107  
young man from Ann Arbor; 130  
with mother,  
evidence of autobiography vs. the diaries; 10  
intercepted letter episode; 90  
Mary's coldness and lack of affection; 91  
Mary's failure to give or attend parties; 99  
Neith's admiration for character of; 102  
Neith's admiration for unworldly character of; 104  
Neith's pride in her mother's appearance; 100  
purchase of silver salad fork for; 127  
of a mother and a daughter, happy qualities that influenced Neith; 105, 107  
Neith Boyce and Gertrude Stein; 4  
Neith Boyce and Mabel Dodge; 4  
Neith Boyce and Mina Loy; 4  
Neith's maternal grandmother and grandfather; 64  
similarities between Winnie Wells' parents and Neith's maternal grandparents; 114  
as theme in Neith Boyce's writing; 6  
with Winnie Wells; 117  
with women,  
dislike of girls her own age by fifteen-year-old Neith; 94  
inaibility to understand cattiness; 100  
Neith's experience of devious back-stabbing; 131  
Peruzzi, Baldassarre,  
at Fonteguista in Siena; 278  
Petersham, MA; 198 (fn)  
Petersen, Shirley,  
"Unmanning Modernism: Gendered Re-Readings"; 36 (fn)  
Petrarcl, Francesco,  
Daniel Willard Fiske as scholar of; 219 (fn)  
Petti, Margherita,  
conflict with Mabel Dodge; 304 (fn)  
Pettijohn, Wallace Ogath,  
biographical note; 314 (fn)  
Pewaukee Octagon House; 60 (figure)  
peyote,  
Mark Raymond Harrington and Mabel Dodge use; 62 (fn)  
Phillips, David Graham,  
as contributor to "The Arena"; 123  
pharosphilosophy/philosophers,  
art importance relative to life, support for view of; 221  
Arthur Schopenhauer; 187  
Count Francesco Papafava, biographical note; 215 (fn)  
free love,  
Neith Boyce as author of; 7  
espousal of Miss Grace; 236  
Neith and Hutchins Hapgood discussion of; 240  
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, as teacher of Al bert Brisbane; 123 (fn)  
Giovanni Papini, biographical note; 301 (fn)  
Herbert Croly, biographical note; 277 (fn)  
of the modernism movement; 5  
nature of art, Bern ard Berenson opinions; 230  
utopianism, Charles Fourier; 123 (fn)  
Variatism,  
experiments with; 15  
Hutchins Hapgood description of; 38 (fn)  
William James,  
Hutchins Hapgood advocacy of; 185  
Mario Calderoni as Italian exponent of; 263 (fn)  
Mario Calderoni's involvement with; 265  
Photo-Secession (Alfred Stieglitz); 133 (fn)  
photography/photographers,  
Marian Osgood Hooker; 211 (fn)  
unpleasant experience with; 133  
physical activity,  
See A Iso health; illness; tennis; walks/walking;  
lack of, among adults in Neith's childhood; 58  
physical description,  
of Gertrude Divine; 57, 90 (fn)  
Henry Harrison Boyce; 43  
Mary Ella Smith Boyce, in 1880; 42  
of money, in 1880s; 88  
of Neith at 15; 92  
Tessa Kelso; 93  
physic,  
lessons, humiliations resulting from; 96  
Piazza dei Miracoli.; 258  
Piazza San Martino,  
view of, from residence in Bagni di Lucca; 237  
Picasso, Pablo,  
Filippo Tommaso Marinetti relationship to; 301 (fn)  
Pickpocket Jim,  
See Caulfield, Jim;  
Pievi, Italy,  
description of; 264  
Pinturicchio, Bernardino,  
Frescoes by, in Libreria of the Duomo, Siena; 277  
Pisa, Italy,  
description of art and architecture; 258  
Pisano, Italy,  
Baptistery doors in Florence; 231  
Placci, Carlo,  
biographical note; 216 (fn)  
Dr. Giglioli's opinion on; 269  
Plato,  
"Dialogues", mid-teens reading of; 84  
plays,  
Neith Boyce as author of; 7
playwrights,
   Pitts Duffield; 203
   Ridgely Torrence; 157 (fn)

poetry,
   modernism in; 4
   modernist, Neith Boyce's influence on; 11
      by Neith Boyce; 10

   poetry/poets,
      Frederic H. etburn Trench, biographical note; 238 (fn)
      Giosue Carducci, admired by Mario Calderoni; 266
      Michael Field; 225

   Poggio Gherardo,
      as site of "Decameron"; 214 (fn), 220
      visit to; 286

   Pollack, Barbara,
      "The Collectors: Dr. Claribel and Miss Etta Cone"; 234
      (fn)

   pond,
      playing in, description; 58

   Ponte a Mensola,
      rain-drenched walk to I Tatti from; 230

   Ponte del Diavolo,
      bridge description; 275

   pony,
      See Also animals; horse(s);
         as gift of Neith's father; 44

   Pope Leo XIII,
      dates; 246
      reaction of Italians to death of; 246

   Pope Pius X,
      biographical note; 318 (fn)
      death of; 318

popularity,
   See Also social customs; social interactions;
   struggle for among young women, at dance parties; 98
   as war game, enjoyment of, as observer, despite dislike of;
      99

population,
   growth, impact of; 41

Porcuincula,
   river on which Los Angeles was founded; 79 (fn)

Posilippo, Italy,
   description, on 1903 trip to Italy; 205

"Post" newspaper,
   J. Sherwood Seymour as publisher of; 151 (fn)

Pound, Ezra,
   Ernest Fenollosa's influence on; 37 (fn)

"Powers That Prey",
   by Francis Walton and Josiah Flynt; 179 (fn)

Pratt, Minnie Bruce,
   role in researching Neith Boyce; -12

Pre-Raphaelite movement,
   Arthur B. Davies as bridge from Hudson River School to;
      158 (fn)
   influence on Elihu Vedder; 282 (fn)
   William Morris' role in; 211 (fn)

"Preventorio" hospital,
   sanitarium financed by Hortense Serristori; 219 (fn)

   pride,
      in her mother's appearance; 100
      in striking appearance at a concert; 101

"Primavera",
   by Botticelli, comments on; 234

primitivism,
   Neith Boyce exposure to; 14

   primitivism in trecento painting,
      Neith Boyce exposure to; 14

   Princeton University,
      Mary Mackall Gwinn relationship to; 250 (fn)

   "Principles of Psychology",
      by William James, Mario Calderoni as Italian translator;
         265

privacy,
   lack of, in small Los Angeles house; 112

"Privileged Son: Otis Chandler and the Rise and Fall of the
   L.A. Times Dynasty",
   by McDougal, Dennis; 83 (fn)

"Pro Caelio",
   by Marcus Tullius Cicero; 231 (fn)

"Proud Lady",
   by Neith Boyce, background of; 22

Provincetown, MA,
   Neith and Hutchins move to; 18
   Neith Boyce's travels to; 3
   Ridgely Torrence and Olivia Dunbar as residents of; 157
      (fn)
   summer residence of Hapgoods; 318 (fn)

Provincetown Players,
   history; 4 (fn)
   Neith Boyce,
      involvement in 1942; 25
      play "Constancy" as first production of; 305 (fn)
      plays produced by; 36 (fn)
      role; 5
   "Provincetown Plays: Women Writers and O'Neill's
      American Intertext"; 36 (fn)

"Provincetown Plays: Women Writers and O'Neill's
      American Intertext",
   by Nicholas F. Radel; 36 (fn)

psychological,
   See Also mental illness;
   effects, of falling in love on Neith; 189, 190, 192
   influence, in the modernism movement; 5
   oppressiveness,
      of "The Arena" office; 124
      of Villa Curonia; 295, 298, 299

publication permissions,
   Boyce and Hapgood citations; 36 (fn)
publishers,
Fox, Duffield and Company, of Neith's "The Forerunner"; 220 (fn)
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Seymour, J. Sherwood,
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middle childhood reading of; 72
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Smith, Rea,
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Smock, Raymond W.,
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Sochen, June, "Movers and Shakers: American Women Thinkers and Activists"; 36 (fn)
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Neith Boyce and Winnie Wells; 11, 36 (fn), 37 (fn), 113 (fn)
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south,
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appetite and size of; 151
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Steffens, Lincoln; 153 (figure)
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threat to; 149
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"The Autobiography of Lincoln Steffens",
by Lincoln Steffens; 151 (fn), 155 (fn)
"The Berenson Archives: An Inventory of Correspondence",
by Nicky Marian; 287 (fn), 307 (fn)
"The Biography of Alice B. Toklas",
by Linda Simon; 214 (fn), 216 (fn), 234 (fn), 293 (fn), 302 (fn)
ghost tale in; 298 (fn)
"The Bond",
by Neith Boyce, background of; 17
marital difficulties recounted in; 16
themes; 7
"the caffeine of Europe",
See Marinetti, Filippo Tommaso;
"The Collectors: Dr. Claribel and Miss Etta Cone",
Barbara Pollack; 234 (fn)
"The Companion Guide to Florence",
eve Borsook; 222 (fn)
"The Cossacks",
by Leo Tolstoy, comparison with "War and Peace"; 250
"The Death of Ivan Ilyitch and Other Stories",
evaluation of; 230
by Leo Tolstoy; 230 (fn)
"The Dial" magazine,
Chap-Book magazine merger with; 158 (fn)
"The Doomed City",
by Neith Boyce; 40 (fn)
"The Eighteenth Century in Italy"; 214 (fn)
"The End of American Innocence: A Study of the First Years of Our Own Time, 1912-1915",
by Henry F. May; 37 (fn)
"The Eternal Spring",
by Neith Boyce; 159 (fn)
themes; 7
"The Fight for the City",
by Hodder, Alfred LeRoy; 179 (fn)
"The First World War: An Illustrated History",
by A. J. P. Taylor; 39 (fn)
"The Folly of Others",
by Neith Boyce; 15, 37 (fn)
publication history; 278 (fn)
themes; 7
"The Forbidden",
by Neith Boyce; 37 (fn)
"The Forerunner",
correcting first proofs; 251
English title issues; 263, 264, 267
Lincoln Steffens interest in; 265
by Neith Boyce; 110 (fn), 220 (fn)
themes; 7
proof and contracts for; 260
"Saturday Evening Post" possibilities; 221, 246
thematic description; 221 (fn)
by Dmitry Sergeyevich Merezhkovsky; 246 (fn)
"The Garret",
by William Makepeace Thackeray; 199 (fn)
"The Golden Wedding",
by Neith Boyce; 39 (fn)
in "Harper's Weekly" magazine; 293 (fn)
"The Great Goddesses of Egypt",
by Barbara S. Lesko; 42 (fn)
"The Great War and Modern Memory",
by Paul Fussell, bibliographic note; 264 (fn)
"The Hapgoods: Three Earnest Brothers",
by Michael M arcaccio; 242 (fn)
"The Hapgoods: Three Earnest Brothers",
by Michael M arcaccio; 38 (fn)
"The Last Lunar B aedeker",
by Mina Loy; 299 (fn), 301 (fn)
"The Legend of Madame Krainska",
by Vernon Lee, bibliographic note; 257 (fn)
"The Little of Henry Labouchere",
by A lgar Labouchere Th orold; 216 (fn)
"The Liner She's a Lady",
by Rudyard Kipling; 166 (fn)
"The Most Beautiful Girl in the World",
by Neith Boyce; 37 (fn)
"The New Americans",
by Hodder, Alfred LeRoy; 179 (fn)
"The Origins of the First World War",
by James Joll; 298 (fn)
"The Power and Passion of M. Carey Thomas",
by Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz; 250 (fn)
"The Princess and Curdie",
by George MacDonald, mid-teens reading of; 84
"The Princess and the Goblin",
by George MacDonald, mid-teens reading of; 84
"The Promise of American Life",
by Herbert David Co rly; 246 (fn)
"The Provident Woman",
by Neith Boyce, themes; 7
"The Rape of Lucrece",
impact on view of sex and its dangers; 102
"The Ruskin Art Club: Twelve More Years in Retrospect, 1948-1960",
by Helen Williams Wittmer; 37 (fn)
"The Sea Lady",
by Neith Boyce, background and history of; 23
"The Sebastopol Sketches",
by Leo Tolstoy, given to Neith by Gertrude Stein; 250
"The Spirit of Labor",
by Hutchins Hapgood; 38 (fn)
"The Spirit of the Ghetto",
by Hutchins Hapgood; 38 (fn), 156 (fn)
"The Story of a Lover", by Hutchins Hapgood; 17, 38, 38 (fn)
background and suppression of; 23
marital difficulties recounted in; 16
"The Story of a Singing Soubrette", by Hutchins Hapgood; 242 (fn)
"The Story of an American Family: Letters and Commentary on the Hapgood Family, 1648-1917", by Neith Boyce, background and history of; 24, 40 (fn)
"The Sweetest Impression of Life: The James Family and Italy", by James W. Tuttleton and Agostino Lombardo, eds., bibliographical note; 263 (fn)
"The Swiss Family Robinson", by Johann David Wyss, comparison with "Robinson Crusoe"; 85
"The Thieves of Language: Women Poets and Revisionist Mythmaking", by Alicia Ostriker; 37 (fn)
"The Town in the Forest: Life Story of Richmond, New Hampshire", by Neith Boyce; 24, 40 (fn)
"The Undertow", by Neith Boyce; 20
"The Varieties of Religious Experience", by William James, Mario Calderoni as Italian translator; 265
"The Vikings", Neith's early reading of; 46
"The Wife of a Genius", by Neith Boyce; 39 (fn)
in "Harper's Weekly" magazine; 293 (fn)

theatre,
American,
Neith Boyce's opinions of; 173
Neith Boyce's role; 4
Hutchins Hapgood focus on, at "Commercial Advertiser"; 174

style and characterization changes in; 5

themes,
Neith Boyce's writing; 6
of Neith Boyce's writing; 7

Thomas, Baron of Coventry; 142 (fn)

Thomas Cook & Son,
impact of W.W.I outbreak on; 303
refusal to honor letters of credit or checks, at outbreak of W.W.I; 310

Thomas, M. Carey,
relationship with Mary Mackall Gwinn; 250 (fn)

Thorold, A Lag Labouchere,
friend of Neith and Hutchins Hapgood, biographical note; 216 (fn)
Isidore Braggiotti compared with; 315
"The Life of Henry Labouchere"; 216 (fn)

Thorold, Theresa Mary Mansel,
"Eagle's Nest: A Novel of the Nineties", 216 (fn)
friend of Neith and Hutchins Hapgood, biographical note; 216 (fn)
opinions of Charles Alexander Loeser; 232

"Three Intellectuals in Politics", by James Joll; 301 (fn)

"Three Lives", by Gertrude Stein, Neith Boyce's assistance in publishing; 17


"Three Men" unpublished essay, by Neith Boyce; 43 (fn)

thunderstorm,
description; 58

Tilden Trust; 142 (fn)

Times Mirror Company,
first location; 78 (figure)

Titian,
"Venus", description of; 236

Tiziano Vecellio,
See Titian;

Toklas, Alice Babette,
biographical note; 309 (fn)
Gertrude Stein photograph with; 308 (figure)

tolerance,
of Italian immigrants, for unconventional behavior, as factor in Greenwich Village evolution; 165 (fn)

Tolstoy, Leo,
Araham Cahan's opinion; 156
adult reading of; 230
Bernard Berenson opinion of; 230
relationship of English to; 266
"The Cossacks", comparison with "War and Peace"; 250
"The Death of Ivan Ilyitch and Other Stories"; 230 (fn)
"War and Peace", given to Neith by Gertrude Stein; 250

tooth removal,
anecdote; 71

Torre di Campiglioni; 205 (fn)

Torrence, Ridgely,
Olivia Dunbar marriage to; 157 (fn)

touch-me-not attitude,
of Neith as young girl; 101

tourists,
impact of W.W.I outbreak on; 303

"Towards a Definition of American Modernism", by Daniel Joseph Singal; 36 (fn)

Toy, Crawford H.,
biographical note; 210 (fn)

Toy, Nancy Saunders,
biographical note; 210 (fn)

tragedies,
See chimney swallows' death; diphtheria; Laura; suicide, of nameless man;
dead of four siblings due to diphtheria; 47
drawing teacher's son, in Los Angeles; 80

train travel,
to Bagni di Lucca, description of; 237
description of travelers on; 130
to Florence from Naples on, in 1914; 293
from Genoa to Florence, during 1903 Italian trip; 206
impact of W.W.I outbreak on; 303
nighttime, enjoyment of; 127

T tramontana,
impact of; 275

travel,
important role in Neith Boyce's life; 3
Katherine and M arian Osgood Hooker as authors of books on; 211 (fn)

"T Travi s in A rabia D eserta",
by C harles M ontague D outhy; 189 (fn)

T rench, Frederic H erbert,
biographical note; 238 (fn)
description of; 286
discussion of by Bertha Larking Jennings-Bramly; 240
tea with; 287
translation of Russian novel; 246 (fn)

T rend magazine,
Mina Loy publication in; 299 (fn)

T reves, Giuliana A rtom,
"Come Firenze divento Florence"; 39 (fn)

"T rial D ust W rapper",
by Gertrude Stein; 38 (fn)

T rimberger, Ellen Kay,
description of ideals of manhood; 12
"Intimate W arriors: Portrait of a M odern M arriage, 1899-1944. Selected W orks by N eith Boyce and H utchins H apgood"; 38 (fn), 40 (fn)
opinions,
about sexual conflicts in Neith and Hutchins marriage; 16
on "The Forerunner"; 13

T rujillo, Simon,
role in researching Neith Boyce; -15

Turgenev, Ivan Sergeyevich,
A braham Cahan's opinion; 156

T uskegee Institute; 133 (fn)

T uttleton, James W.,
"The Sweetest Impression of Life: T he J ames F amily and I taly", bibliographical note; 263 (fn)

T wain, Mark,
Gertrude Stein recommendation of Dr. Giglioli for; 250
relationship to Hutchins Hapgood and Gertrude Stein; 250 (fn)
residence at Villa di Quarto; 249

"T wentieth three skiddoo",
source of expression; 141 (fn)

"T wo S ons",
by Neith Boyce, Provincetown Players production of; 36 (fn)

T yng, Ruth H apgood,
as daughter of N orman and Emilie Bigelow H apgood; 182 (fn)

"T ypes from C ity S treets",
by Hutchins Hapgood; 38 (fn)

Uffizi gallery,
brief history; 222 (fn)
visit to; 227, 236

Uncle A lex,
See Boyce, A. J.;

Uncle C harles,
See Smith, Everett Russell;

Uncle J im,
See Smith, O lin H.;

Uncle John,
See Harrington, Mark Walrod;

Uncle Ralph,
See Smith, Horace Edwin;

Unitarian church,
"Christian Register" magazine, Norman Hapgood as editor of; 150 (fn)

University of Berlin,
Hutchins Hapgood studies at; 172 (fn)

University of Florence,
Mario Calderoni as professor at; 263 (fn)

University of Michigan,
Observatory, Neith's introduction to astronomy; 62

University of Washington,
Mark Walrod Harrington as president of; 62 (fn)

"Unleavened Bread",
by Robert Grant,
Neith's "The Forerunner" favorably compared with; 246
theme of; 246 (fn)

"Unmanning Modernism: G endered R e-R eadings",
by Elizabeth Jane Harrison and Shirley Peterson, editors; 36 (fn)

Vail, Laurence,
marrige to Peggy Guggenheim; 301 (fn)

Vallombrosa, Italy,
departure for; 300
description of; 302
farewell without regret; 318
Milton's "Paradise Lost" lines about; 302 (fn)

Vail, Laurence,
Valvrojenski, Bernhard,  
See Berenson, Bernard;

Van Vechten, Carl; 296 (figure)  
bibliographical note; 298 (fn)  
conflict with Mabel Dodge over leaving Italy; 313  
"Fragments from an Unwritten Autobiography", publication history; 36 (fn)  
friendship with Neith Boyce, foundations for; 21  
information about possible boats home from; 311  
mariage to Fania Marinoff; 296 (figure inscription)  
memories of July 1914; 20  
"Once A board; 299 (fn)  
"Once A board the Lugger, San Guglielmo: A N A ccount of a Flight from Italy in War Time"; 298 (fn), 305 (fn), 320 (fn)  
opinion of Neith Boyce; 1  
papers; 298 (fn)  
bibliographic references; 302 (fn)  
"Peter W hiffle: H is Life and W orks"; 298 (fn)  
reaction to outbreak of W.W.I.; 304  
"Sacred and Profane Memories"; 39 (fn), 291 (fn), 292 (fn), 298 (fn), 301 (fn), 302 (fn), 304 (fn), 310 (fn), 315 (fn), 320 (fn)  

Vanni, Lippo,  
at Fonteguista in Siena; 278

Varietism philosophy,  
experiments with, experiments with; 15 (fn)  
Hutchins Hapgood description of; 38 (fn)

Vasari, Giorgio; 222 (fn), 258  
enjoyment of; 259

Vedder, Elihu,  
bibliographical note; 282 (fn)  
"V enus", by Titian, description of; 236  
"V erite", by Emile Zola, as adult reading; 232

Verlaine, Paul,  
Neith and Laura reading of; 144

Vermont,  
as birthplace of Mary Ella Smith Boyce; 44

Verrocchio, Andrea del,  
Boy and Dolphin, admiration for; 231  
sculptures in San Lorenzo; 232

Vieusseux,  
Italian library Neith borrowed books from; 276

Viking stories,  
middle childhood reading of; 72

Villa(s),  
See A Iso I Tatti villa; under name of villa below;  
"Florentine Villas", by Janet Ross; 220 (fn), 269  
Orcio, as Hapgood residence; 316

Villa Benedettina,  
as birthplace of Persis Margaret Lee Hamilton; 213 (fn)

Villa Boccacio,  
brief description; 220 (fn)

Villa Camucchi; 261

Villa Curonia,  
brief history; 293 (fn)  
leaving, at outbreak of W.W.I.; 303  
physical and psychological description; 293, 295, 298

Villa di Quarto,  
Mark Twain residence at; 249

Villa Farnese,  
Florence Deacon's residence; 256 (fn)

Villa Gamberaia,  
residence of Princess Ghika and Florence Blood; 214 (fn)

Villa Gattaia,  
residence of Charles Alexander Loeser; 231 (fn)

Villa Helene,  
of Hendrik Christian Andersen; 268 (fn)

Villa I Frusino,  
residence of Daniel Willard Fiske; 219 (fn)

Villa I Tatti,  
See I Tatti villa;

Villa II Quercione,  
owned by Edward Caulfeild; 216 (fn)

Villa Innes,  
Mina Loy and Frances Stevens residence at; 309 (fn)

Villa La Capponcina,  
residence of Gabriele D'A nnunzio and Eleonora Duse; 261 (fn)

Villa La Fontanella/L e Fontanelle,  
as Bernard Berenson's sanctuary in World War II; 216 (fn)  
Marchesa Gilberta Serlupi's role in researching Neith Boyce; -13  
residence of Algar and Theresa Thorold; 216 (fn)

Villa La Pietra,  
interviews with Sir Harold Acton at; -13

Villa Landor,  
See Villa I Frusino;

Villa Linda,  
as Hapgood residence; 316  
Neith and Hutchins residence in from 1906-1908; 16

Villa Maria,  
first visit to; 229  
second visit to; 233

Villa Medici,  
as important villa in Fiesole; 232 (fn)

Villa Solferino,  
post-Berenson temporary residence; 226

Villa Taddei,  
See Villa Curonia;

Villino d'Orcio,  
Neith and Hutchins residence in from 1906-1908; 16

violin/violinist,  
Mrs. C Cecacci's husband as; 254 (fn), 272 (fn)  
Neith's attempts to play; 114
Virgil,
"Aeneid", mid-teens reading of; 80

Virginia,
Old Point Comfort peninsula; 51 (fn)
visit by Boyce family after diphtheria deaths; 51

Vittorio Emanuele II monument; 127 (fn)

'Vogue' magazine,
Josephine Redding,
disapproval of relationship between Neith Boyce and Hutchins Hapgood; 180 (fn)
as founder of; 143 (fn)
Josephine Redding as founder of; 143 (fn)
Neith writing for; 11, 142, 180 (fn)

Volterra, Italy,
Medici Fortress, Hutchins Hapgood research at; 262 (fn)

Vorse, Mary Eaton,
as Provincetown friend of Neith and Hutchins; 18

Vorticist movement,
Wyndham Lewis and C. R. W. Henry Neville role in; 301 (fn)


walks/walking,
to Benabbio, description; 247
Bertha Larking Jennings-Bramly enjoyment of; 242
with Boyce, description; 263
to Casa Webb; 254, 255
in the Cascine park, description; 233
to Corsagna, description; 247
up to crest of hill over Granaiola, description; 264
up to crest of hill with views of Lugliano, Corsagna, Monte Fiorito, and other mountains, description; 257
each afternoon, while pregnant; 200
up to Fiesole, description; 232
from Fiesole to Poggio Gherado, through the grape harvesting, word-painting; 286
from Fiesole up to Castel di Poggio and back down again, description; 283
fifteen miles to frontier in Germany at beginning of W. W. I., anecdote; 305
with Gertrude Stein; 247
up hill to Granaiola, description; 244
to Lugliano, word-painting of countryside; 243
up Monte Fiorito; 251
Neith advocacy of; 272
of Neith and Bernard Berenson; 216
of Neith and Hutchins Hapgood during courtship; 178
of Neith and silent photographer; 192
from Ohio to California, feat of Charles Lummis; 105 (fn)
through old Ghetto in Siena, description; 279
past old church; 260

up to Pievi and down through Monte la Villa, description; 267
to Ponte del Diavolo; 275
rain-drenched, to I Tatti from Ponte a Mensola; 230
up a ravine, description; 239
around Siena; 276
in Siena at sunset, description; 282
up valley at Lugliano, description; 254
up valley by the Gorge, description; 262
up a valley that was pathless and wild, description; 271
up a valley with a view of Lugliano, description; 270
around walls of Duomo in Siena, description; 277
by walls of Palazzo Pubblico in Siena, description; 278

Walton, Frances,
See Hodder, Alfred LeRoy;

Walton, Francis,
See Hodder, Alfred LeRoy;

Vorticist movement,
Wyndham Lewis and C. R. W. Henry Neville role in; 301 (fn)

War Commission scandal,
 maxHeight of Crimean War scandal; 270

"War and Peace",
by Leo Tolstoy, given to Neith by Gertrude Stein; 250

"War Time in Italy",
by Neith Boyce; 39 (fn)

Waterfield, A. W.,
tablemate on 1903 trip to Italy; 203

Washington, D. C.,
Neith Boyce's travels to; 3
visit to; 132

Washington Square,
physical and social character of; 167

water,
irrigation, process description; 69
issues in history of Los Angeles; 79 (fn)
method of cooling, at LA fruit ranch; 67
overseer, Zanjero, importance of; 79 (fn)

Waterfield, Aubrey,
biographical note; 219 (fn)

Waterfield, Gordon,
Alexander Ross brief biography and description of relationship with his mother, Janet Ross; 218 (fn)
biographical note; 219 (fn)
correspondence with author, 1987; 218 (fn)
letter to author, 1987; 217 (fn)
"Lucie Duff Gordon in England, South Africa and Egypt"
219 (fn)
role in researching Neith Boyce; -13

Waterfield, Lina Duff Gordon,
biographical note; 219 (fn)
relationship with her aunt, Janet Ross; 218, 219

Watts, G. F.,
artist of fresco that Janet Ross posed for; 218 (fn)

weather,
in Florence, heat, concern about children; 304
in summer middle west; 58

Webb, M r.; 281

Webster, Dionysus Divine,
as adopted daughter of Gertrude Divine; 54 (fn)

Webster, Gertrude Divine Ritter,
See Divine, Gertrude;

Webster, Hugh,
as second husband of Gertrude Divine; 54 (fn)

Wells, Andrew J.,
as minister of church Neith attended in Los Angeles; 113
unworldly and intelligent character of, Neith's admiration for; 113

Wells, Ethelwyne (Winnie),
See Conrey, Ethelwyne (Winnie) Wells;

Wells, Olive E.; 113 (fn)

Wharton, Edith,
biographical note; 238 (fn)
boorish behavior while on Italian trip; 238
as exemplar of artist as observer; 188

 Wilde, Oscar; 173

Wilders, Ingalls,
founder of "Chap-Book" magazine; 158 (fn)

Willard, Frank,
See Willard, Josiah Flynn;

Willard, Josiah Flynn,
biographical note; 179 (fn)
Gertrude Stein quote of; 250
impact on Hutchins Hapgood's choice of subject and style; 12, 38 (fn), 242 (fn)
introduction of Pickpocket Jim to Hutchins Hapgood; 216 (fn)
Neith Boyce description of; 180
Neith correspondence at Bagni di Lucca; 251
opposition to courtship of Hutchins Hapgood and Neith Boyce; 179
"Powers That Prey"; 179
visits to newlywed Neith and Hutchins; 199

Willard, "Weary",
See Willard, Josiah Flynn;

Willis, Patricia C.,
role in researching Neith Boyce; -14

Wilson, Edmund,
as friend of Neith Boyce; 25

Wilson, Robert A.,
"Gertrude Stein: A Biography"; 38 (fn)

Wilson, Woodrow,
Nancy Saunders Toy as friend of; 210 (fn)

Wineapple, Brenda,
role in researching Neith Boyce; -14, -13
"Sister Brother: Gertrude and Leo Stein"; 250 (fn), 309 (fn)

winery,
description; 70

"Winter's Night",
by Neith Boyce, Provincetown Players production of; 36 (fn)

winters,
in LA; 71

Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Neith's home in 1880; 41
Neith Boyce's travels to; 3
Pewaukee, Octagon house; 60 (fn)

Wittmer, Helen Williams,
"The Ruskin Art Club: Twelve More Years in Retrospect, 1948-1960"; 37 (fn)

"Wives series",
by Neith Boyce; 19

Womack, T. Michael,
"Register of Hapgood Family Papers"; 36 (fn)

"Woman's Cycle" magazine; 142 (fn)

Woman's Municipal League; 143 (fn)

women,
See Also personal relationship(s); social interactions;
General Federation of Women's Clubs; 89 (fn)
LOTOS magazine published by; 142 (fn)
influx into journalism, in 1890s; 12
intellectuals, of Florence in the late 19th, early 20th century; 14
magazines for, loss of gender identity in; 10
in New York of 1880s, safety of; 166
newspaper employees; 151 (fn), 157
oppression of, Neith's skepticism about; 124
rights of, General Federation of Women's Clubs role in fighting for; 9

Wood, Beatrice,
as "Blind Man" magazine editor; 301 (fn)
"wooden walls of England" speech; 142 (fn)

Worsworth, William; 175

World War I,
See Also money; shipping;
American ambassador advice; 304
assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand; 298 (fn)
fears about being stranded; 307
fears about being stranded due to; 306
Gibraltar, conditions; 321 (fn)
human atrocity and spy stories; 312
impact of outbreak on travel and money; 303
Neith Boyce's trip to Italy at onset of; 19
shipping impact; 305
start of, impact of; 302
war news; 308, 316

world-view formation role,
of back-stabbing experience in Baltimore; 131
of impact of middle childhood reading; 73
of impersonal malevolence of Fate; 48
nighttime train journey; 130
of transformative role of art and human imagination; 125

Wright, E. Percival,
proofreader for Janet Ross' "Florentine Villas"; 269

Wright, Henry J.,
editor-in-chief of "Commercial Advertiser" newspaper; 151
(fn)

writers,
Iris Origo; 232 (fn)
Ouida, feud with Janet Ross; 218 (fn)
Tolstoy, Leo; 230

writing,
competence, on "Commercial Advertiser"; 166
completion of book; 257
differences in approaches to, of Neith and Hutchins; 189
as girl in Los Angeles, characteristics of; 104
influences on Neith, marriage as major theme; 6
Neith's skill in and love of; 11
as outlet for inexpressible emotions in Neith; 121
plot description for "The Eternal Spring"; 259
published work as young teenager in Los Angeles; 80
skill development, of Hutchins Hapgood; 174
style,
changes from romantic to realistic; 143
dislike of decorative qualities; 159
themes in Neith Boyce's; 6, 7

"Writing for Their Lives",
by Gillian Hanscombe and Virginia L. Smyers; 39 (fn), 299 (fn), 301 (fn)

Wyss, Johann David,
"The Swiss Family Robinson", comparison with "Robinson Crusoe"; 85

Yalom, Marilyn,
"Coming to Light: American Women Poets in the Twentieth Century"; 37 (fn)

YCAL,
meaning of abbreviation; 36 (fn)

"Yekl";

Zanjero,
as water overseer, importance of; 79 (fn)
zanza,
as main municipal irrigation ditch; 69 (fn)
Zola, Emile,
adult reading of; 232
reading in the original French, as middle teen; 96

Zoroastrianism,
See Also philosophy/philosophers; religion;
brief description; 186 (fn)